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Foreword.

On February 20, 1978, the Department of' Econometrics oF the University
of Tilburg organized a symposium on Convex Analysis and Mat'.rematical
Econou,ics, to coromemorate the 50th anni.versary of the University.
The general theme of the anniversary celeuration was "innovation" and
sir.ce an important pNrt ~~f' th~ departments' theoretical work is con-
centra:ed on mat,hematical economics, the above mentioiied theme was chosen.
The scientific part of the Symposium consisted of four lectures:

1. L.R.J. Westerma.nn (University of Tilburg): "On the development of
the application of convexity". p,

2. P.H.M. Ruys a.nd H.N. Weddepohl (University of Tilburg): "Economic
theorf and 3uality". p. 19

3. J.J.M. Evers ( University of Technology, Twente): "Convex input-
output processes". 32p.

~. R.T. Rcckafellar (University of Washington, Seattle): "Convex pro-
cesses and Hamiltonian dynamícal systems in economics". p.12~i

Ihe contents of these lectures are collected in this research memorandum.

.T. Kriens

Chairmsa Organizing Committee.



tly TtIE DEV~;i.OFMFIVT OF 'i'Hi~; hl'1'L1C119' I~: iN h P' ~'UNU]..X I'l.'Y

L.R.J. Westermar.n

This is r.ot a survey. It aims, 3y a description of a. few topic5,

at pointing out that, in the area of co~,vexity, prohlems are rather
stable but methoás more or less perturb. For references with a less

superficial treatment one ca.n consult for ~ectien 1: [ aJ , ~ 1?j ; for

section 2: [ 3] ,[ 5] ,[ 7] ,[ 11J , Bnd II; for section 3: l 1j ,[~] , l 9] ,
[ 10] , [ 14] .

Already traditional school-geometry is full of convex, r.y ~... `.'.i:~; .'.

an explicit mentioning of it. Thc stroug attention therc 1'ur ~....

triangle seems to stress the importance of convexity sincc rLny tri...;~.-:

is convex and because all kinds of gecmetrical configurai,ions rer,?,.

pieced together from triangles. Triangulations and triangular snproxi-

mation did show up in Euclid's Elements and their roie is still domi-

nant in to-day mathematics. Anyhow, this view is in line with tre

wellknown tendency af those who study the history of u,athematics tc

trace theories back to ancient times and Euclid. From those times '.:~o

stems the isoperimetric problem: "to find the plane figure ot given

perimeter with largest enclosed area", of which the solutic,: is histo-

rically also tied up with convexity. A].though in the history ~af' ~cicnce

t.he notion of convexity plays a ro1e, its part in the acting wa.~ ra.t.her

hidden until the second part of last century.

From that time on it is on the scene of maahematics and its ap-

plications a,nd has penetrated in several directions. Problems irr

number theory and related geometry direci:ed explicit attenticn tr,

convex sets. These first investi.gatione led quicl:iy to ?n appealing,

Y;eomctrically simple, but powerfull ruact;iner~,~ of notíor.s and properties,

such as gauge-functions, support-flanctions, separaticr., extremal sets,

polars, mixed-volumes, symmetrization an3 so on. Besid-.~ that, th~

ri~e of convexity suited well in some developments ~ince then. The

axiomatized theory of locally convex topological spaces as a Y.cn~:ralizr:d

outgrowth of finite dimensional ve-tor-spaces, Hi].bert- aorl Y.r~nach-

spaces demonstrates the crucial place of cor.vexity. The sti 11 t,r~~ad~:uing

attention for optimization-theory and -methole gave amp..e rr;~n r,.
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couvexit,y with it syeciCic answe~r:: to quc:;tiuns of existence unrl uni,Fur-

ness; in this area convexity helped also to link traditional optimiza-

tion theory by duality with the expanded needs of present-day science,

particularly mathematical economics. In differential-geometry the

popular theme "from local to global" got a specific approach from the

po~.nt of view of convex surfaces.

This l~~cture is now divided in three part.s: 1. some considerations

~in th~~ r~~nv~ xity ~:on~:ept; :. a:'~'h~m2t;ic tr~.at,mcrit nC the i~~-~~~~~rime.-

tric Pr'obLFm that miF;ht demonstratc cl.assical t~ul, rrot at all ~~t,~olescent

convexity-mear,s in operation; 3. some remarks on ~onvex surfaces, thus

contir.uing the lir:e.

Since our aim is to illustrate some elementary geometrical ideas

involved, we shall try to avoid technicalities and shall feel free in

the use of pictures of almost misleading simplicity.

1. ON CONVEXITY

A set C of some space E is said to be convex i ff with each psir
p,q E C( ,p ~ q,) at least one element between p and q belongs to

C,cf. [2]; therefore a consistent notion of betweennes is needed. This

can be deduced frotc the metric if E is a metric space or it can be ge-
nerated by a reai linear structure cn E. Both situations occur. E can
be taken a ( coz'!plete, arcwise connected) curved surface in space and
the distr~c~ ilp,q) as the infimum of the set of lenghts of curves on
E joining p::nd q; now r is between p and q iff d(p,r) t d(r,q) -
d(P,q)~ ( Fi6, ~-a).
For the second case we ts.ke E to be a real linear space and then r E E
is tetween p,q E E iï~' r- ap }(1-a)q for some a E(0,1), (Fig. 1-b).

Fig. 1-a Fig. 1-b



Either aay givos Lack Minkewski's original definiticn for a closed

set C of euclidean space En: "C is convex iff it cor.tains for each paír

of its points the segment joining them". This definition can however
equally well be applied for arbitrary sets in an arb?.trary real linear

space (, even a complex space). The transition from finite to inf'inite
3ímensional spaces is iiluminating for convexity's role in the interpiay

between the algebraic and the topological structure. It is we.11 known
that in En each poir.t p can be separated strictly from a closed conv?x
set C not containing p, i.e. there exists a linear function f on Er~ such
that f(p)~ inf { f(c)~c E C)(Fig. ?). Fer -nfinite dimensíonal spaces

the topological structure becomes discrimir.ating. The foregoing brings

us to the following appi~oach to the basic notion of convexity.

c

C

Fig. 2. f(p) ~ f~ ~ f(c), Vc E C.

Let E be a real linear space, E~ its algebraic àual (, i.e. the

linear space of linear functions on E) an3 K some subspace o; F.~. Con-
siner the class

CK:- { C C EI dx E E`C ~k E K: k(x) ~ inf {g(c)Ic E C}}

anri furnish E with the topology TK determined by CK as a subbacse for tr.e
closed sets (; the closed sets of E are then intersect,ior.s of' ~i r~ i '.e

unions of inembers of CK). L'or any choice for Y Lhe linesr ~7~n.: ;! wiil.

become a topological vectorspace with K as i t: 1;upo] e~ricaL ~ha~~ I. ff~~z r. c;i.l l
simply a subset of E K-convex iff it belongs to CK.

These K-convex sets are convex sets in
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the ordinary sense and they form a closed family witti respect to arbi-
trary intersections. Cnce the topology is determined the class of
convex sets can be enlarged with open convex sets; these can be defined
as open subsets U of E such that for each x E E`U there exists a k E j;

with k(x) ~ ir.f {k(u) lu E U}. Such a set U is then convex in the or~3i-
nary sense and besides its closure Í7 E CK. In this way with the separa-
tion-concept as a fundament the topology of E is 3efined and si.multa-
neously the more interesting convex subsets of E are characterized,
while pathological convex sets, as for instance convex dense proper
subsets of E, do not even enter the theory. The class of convex sets
depends on the chosen dual, but for a fine enough structure we want, as
usual, points of E to belong to the class CK of closed convex sets and

this Hausdorff-requirement demands K to contain for each non-nu11
x E E a k with k(x) ~ 0. In this way E gets a neighbourhood-base U
of open convex sets and becomes therefore a locally cor.vex topolo-

gical space.
Apart from the way convexity is introduced let us consider a real

locally convex topological linear space E. Then for each U E U the
function p: E-~ ]P,t , defined by

P(x):- inf {a~a ~ 0, x E a U}

, called the Minkowski-functional or gauge of U, has the properties

P(x) ? C ~ P(ax) - I al .p(x) ~ P(xty) ~ F(x) t P(Y) ~

for all x,y E E and all a E]R. This means that p is a semi-narm. The
~set B C E is calle3 bounded iff it is absorced by every neighbourhood

oi' 0; this is guaranteed if to each U E U there is a a~ 0 with B C A U.

If now E is such that 0 has a bounded neighbourhood V then F ís even a

normed space and a U E U, which is contained in V, has as idinkowski-

functional a norm for E; a norm determined by a set as its indi-
catrix, as for instance the euclidean norm by tYie unit ball, is a we'1-
known concept from geometry, [11].

There is some temptation to dwell a little more on these abstract
matters and discuss the fundamental significance of several other simpl~



corivexity-iiol.ions,a; ~~.g. polars, suppnrt-fuiictions i~ui1 cnn~~-~ir~ic rinr~,

in general and thf~rewitli widely applic~a.h.le tl'icorie::. '19~e ratnr~.~ for

applications of a theory depends o2' c~~urse strung].y ~,n the cap~icity

of the notions i.n such a theory for fruitfull generalizationa. Now ï

tend to say that a scientists' motives are to a large exter.t opportu-

nistic and that a theory cannot be advocated ~nly on whatever idealis-

tic arguments, but instead of that its success depends mair.ly on an~-

wers to questions like: "leads it to a description of a present proble~ra

which is simplifying enough for handling?"; "suites it in scientific

tradition so much that it admits meaningflilï and operational genera-

lizations of inethods of the more restrictive theories of the Fiast?"

I would not pose these questions if for convex analysis I sh~uld r.ot

tend to an affinnative answer. In the aext section a more concrete

problem is discussad and attacked with easily accessible geometrical

notions, of which we met some generalizatiens just now.

2. OTd SOP~E CLASSICAL COPdVEY.ITY COPdCEPTS ANP METiiODS.

En denotes euclidean n-space, U a subset of En, C(U) its cor.vex

h~i11, i.e. the intersectiori of all convex set~ of En, containing U.
A polytope is the convex hull of a finite set. We shall not explicitly

distinguish between En and its dual En~ and exploit the inr.erproduct
(...,...) to describe linear functions and the metri.c as well. For di-
dactical purposes we shall not hesitate to apply a non-essential trr~.risi-

tion to E3 or E2.
For e~ 0 the so called E-parall.el-set Ue of U is the unir~ci of al]

closed e-balls around points of U,

iJE - jJ t EB -( 1-E )(I t EU~ i

here B denotes the closed unit-ball (, Fig. 3). If U is comp-.ct convex,

then also is U. The vo.lume V(U) of a cempact convex set U is i.ts
E
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F'ig. 3.

n-dimensionalï,ebesgue -measure and its surface-area is

F(U):- lim ~ . [V(U ) - V(U)]
E10

e e

ï~ie distance of two non-empty compact sets X, Y of En is

d(X,Y):- inf {EIX C YE n Y C XE};

d makes the family of compact convex subsets ~ Q of En a metric space
(, Fig. 4.)

, i- ~~k-,
`

e

X
Et

Fig. 4. YCX , XC y,
E1 E2
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Of fundamental importlnce is the B1a:,chke ~election-the~.rem:

"from any infinite uniformly bounded family of compact convex sets a

sequence can be sel?cted which converges (with respect to the metric d)

to a compact convex set. Particularly in approximation of convex sets

by polytopes this theorem can often be used to guarantee the existenc.~

of a soiution for extremal problems. Then a certain property is first

proved for the polytopes and next hy applying Blaschke's t.heorem fc,r

more general convex sets; of course the continuity of some set-functions,

like measures, ougtit to be considered.
Another interesting procedure is Steiners' symmetrizatio::. Be U

compact with non-empty interior e.nd H a hyperplane; the symmetrization

SH(U) of U about H is the union of all segments on lines 1 orthogonal

to H with their midpoints in H that are th~ translates of 1 n H a.lcng

l(, Fig. 5.). Main properties of SH are: i) SH(U) is cempact convex

r

Fig. 5.

if U is; ii) V(SH(U)) - V(U); iii) F(SH(U)) ~ F(U) and the in~~yualit~-

sign Yiolds unless U is already symmetric about a hyperpla.ne pr,rall.:ï li.

The first thing we want to point out is the "ballinY"-theorcrr,:

let U be compact convex with 0 as interior point, then from tll~, fiR1.1y
E of sets obtained from U by a finite sequence of succes~~ive ïymmetri-
zations about hyperplanes through 0 there can be selected a sequcr~~e
that converges to a ball around 0. Let us sketch a proof. r(x) wili



denote the radius of the circumscribed sphere with ceritre 0 of X.
Thea there is a sequence {Un} C E with r0 - lim r(Un) exists; by the

n-~
selection theorem we carr even take a sequence that converges itself to
a compact convex set U0. Let K be t.he ball wit.h centre 0 and radius r0

then obviousl.y U~ C K arrd we shal] show that UD - K. For if not so,
then on the surface of K there is a closed spherical region T which
haG empt.y int.ersecti~~~n with U~I (, Fig. 6.). The entire surface of h

Fig. c~.

can be covered with a finite number T~,T2,...,Tk of such regions con-
gruent with T. If Hi is the hyperplane through 0 abovt which T and Ti
are symmetric, then SH~(l70) has no point in common with T i-1 T~ sínce

ror arry 1 1 H~ the segment 1 n U~ is shorter then the spherechord 1 n i:.
it follows that none of the sets T,T~,T2,...,Tk does meet

S(FI):- SHk(SHk-~(...(:'H~(U~))...), i.e. S(U~) has void intersection

with the surface of K. From the nature of Up as a limit of symmetriza-

tions ef J it is easily deduced that there exists a member of E with

a positive distance to the surface of K and this is a contradiction

with the fact that K has the infimum of radiiof circumscribed spheres

of inembers of E as radius.

We mentioned the fact that symmetrizatior.s decreases generally

the surface area. Since this is crucial we will give an idea of a proof

fcr ttiis fact and consider to avoíd technicalities the 2-dimensional

case. Let [a,bJ be the projections of U on the x-axis (, Fig. 7.).



Y

g

Í (f-g)~2
.~~~

S~U J

There arP continuous t~nctions f, g on [a,b] such that

U-{(x,y)~a ~ x` b, g(x) ~ y~ f(x)},

The symmetrization S(U) of U about the x-axis is simarly 3escribed
with (f-~)~2 and -(f-g)~2 in stead of f,g. Now

F(U) - 1 t já [ 1tf'2 t 1tB'2Jdx,

F(S(U)) - 1 t Ig 2 1 t( f~~-)2dx.

The integrands are b(f,)B t 1(-g,)I and 1(f~2g~)B, which are ordered
by ~. The equality sign holds if ana only if f' --g'. So F(U) ~ F(S(U))
and the inequality sign holdsiff f' --g' or f - -g t C almost every-
where on [a,b), and since f and g are continuous, everywhere; this
means that U is symmetric about y- C~2.

Now we turn to things we partly already met in the first sectiori.

U~:- {f E Enl(f,u) ~ 1, ~u E U}
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is cal.led the polar of U C En. The polar of a set consisting of one

point is a closed aalf:.pace and U~ is therefore the intersection of

the closed halfspaces thut are the polars of its points (, Fig. 8.).

Thus U~ is always closed and convex. Roughly speaking U~ accounts for

the supporting-plane behaviour of U with respect to the location of 0.

Sone prop~~rties of U are dually reflected in U~, e.g.

U i: t,uund.~d p 0 is an interi.or poi nt of Uz.
I

Then if U is cumpact convex consider the Minkowski-function of U~

s(Y):- inf {ala ~ p, y E aU~}

which is then defined on En and has the properties

(2~ s(Y) ? ~, s(pY) - Ps(Y)~ s(Ytz) ~ s(Y) t s(zl

for all y,z E En and all p ~ 0, so that in particular s is a convex

functicn. Because now

s(Y) - sup {(,y,u)~u E U}



s is mostly called the support-funetion of U(, Fig. 8). Tha.t s compact

conv?x 1J can be recapturo3 frcm its support function,

U-{u~(Y.u) ~ s(Y)~ Vy E En}

is a direct conseqiaence of the separation property for convex sets.

Denoting the support-function of U by sU we have for a,6 ~ 0 and rou:~-
ded II,V

(3) saUt~V(Y) - suP {(Y~utv)~u E V, v E V} - asU(Y) } RsV(Y).

We now show that certain boundary parts of a compact convex U have

as support function the directional derivative of s- sU in an apnru-

priate point. Let ,i be a supporting hyperplane of U, say H:(a,x) - a~

where (a,u) c sU, du E U and aU -(a,r) - G(a) for some r E H~~ U.

Then (y,r) ~-s(,y), tiy E En. The directional derivative of s in 3 in

the direction v is

ds(a;v):- lim ~ [ s(a}pv) - s(a)] .
p i0 p

Take y- a t pv, p~ 0, t.hen

(s,r) t P(v,r) - (atpv,r) c s(atov),

(v,r) ~ p [ s(afPv)-s(a)] ,

(v,r) c ds(a;v) c inf p I~{a}pv)-s(a)]

P [s(a)tps(v)-s(a)] - s(v)

by a well-known monotonity property of the directional àifferEr,~e-ciuo-
tiFrnt of a convex flinction and (2). Substitutien of v:- a and v:- -a
,yield., ( u,r) c ds(e;a) ~ s(a) and -(a,r) ~ ds(s;-a) --s(a) so `hat
(a,r) - s(a) - ds(a;a).-Now -
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ós(a;v) ~(v,r), yr E H n U, yv E En,

ós(a;a) -(a,rl, dr E H n U

means that ds(a;v) as a function of the variable v is the support-
function of ttie boundary-part H n U of U.

lf we now step over to F3 and take for U a polytope with non-empty

interior then the 2-dimensional faces of U have support-functions

ós(a~;v) where the a~ are appropriate directed normal vectors to the

hyperplanes containing those faces and the support-functions of the
1-dimensional faces of U are of the type ó2s(a~;bl;v) for appropriate

vectors a~, bl (, Fig. 9.).

F'.ig. 9. s(a~) is the altitude from 0 to H~

The 3-dimensional volume V3(U) of U is equal to

k
Vj(U) - 3 E s(a~).V2(H~ n U),

J-~

i.e. the algebraic sum of the volumes of the piramides on the faces of

L` with Q as summit; here the a~ are unit normal vectorsof the supporting



nyperplanes Hj, pointing from U. .~.'ince the analogue holds for V(~ and
so on, we get

kk j
V3(U) - 3. 2. E E

,7-1 1-1

1 k k~ k~'1
-3: E E E

j-1 1-1 p-1

s(a~)ds(a~;bl)V~(Hj~l n U) -

s(aj).ás(a~;bl).52s(a~,bl;cp).1,

where for consistency reasons the 0-dimensional volume of the vertices
of U has been taken 1. Direct application of an approximation procedure
towards general convex sets would lead to troubles well-knewn from the
definition of multiple integrals. In stead we apply the formula to a
linear combin3tion aU t SV of polytopes, a,s ~ 0, which is again a
polytope. Since the three support-functíons in each term of the sum are
homogeneous ~re see that V3(aU t RV) is a third degree homogeneous pol;~-
nomial. in a,s, (cf. (3), (2)). Now by an approximation argumenL it car
be proved that also for arbitrary compact convex sets V3(aU t~V) is
a third degree homogeneous polynomial in a,s. This then is a special
case of the mixed volume representation by Minkowski. It is nuw obvious
that

V(LJE) - V(LI t EB) - A t Be t CE2 t DE3i

and that A- V(U) and B- F(U). Already Steiner arrived at the f'ormula

V(UE) - V(U) t F(U)e t Me2 t-,~~- NE3,

where M and N are sumc curvature measuren, with ulw:a,y: i! - hr;.
The famous Brunr.-Minkowskitheorem sa,ys that the function

1 1

f(E):- [v(U`)13 -[v((i-E)v t EUi)~3, ~~ o

i.:~ :~. ~~~u,cave-funetion; thís result can be dsduced by symrietrization
and upproximating somewhat along the lines we fcllowe-9. in previn~; the
balling-theorem. Therefore f"(e) ~ 0, i.e.



- ~ Íf(e)]-5. [ (F2-3MV) t ( MF-3NV)e } (M2-NF)e2] ~ 0;

so that

F2 .- 3MV ~ C, M2 - tdF ~ G

and b,y combiriation

F3 ~ 3ErrV2.

This is the famous isoperimetric or isepiphanic inequality. Since equa-
lity holds for a ball, it implies that of all convex bodíes with given
volume V the ball has least area. By a similar argument of strict de-
creasing surface area on symmetrization as used before one can de~iuce
that thc ball i~ indeed tïie only solution of the isepipha.nic problem among
the convex bcdies.

3. ON CONVEX SURFACES.

Ona might distinguish between a geometrical and analytical approacli

to convexity somewhat a]ong the lines of an axiomatic- synthetic approach

and an algebraic-analytical approach to geumetry.

The double approach can deepen uur insight considerably and reveal thus-

far overseen aspects. With regard to convexity the geometric theory and

the theory of convex functions are strongly connected. In the last sec-

tion convex functions and analysis came in in a geometric extremal pro-

blem. Or. the other side the standard (convex) programming problem for

ir.stance confronts us via the constraints with questions about sublevnl

aets íx~~p.(x) ~ b.} a.nd particularly with their boundaries. Fenchel,
i - i.

[G], JCC1Gied himself with the characterization of the convexity of

such sets by means of quasi-convex functions.

I'he ~rucial place of extremal sets of (the boundary of) sets of

feasible soïutions or of solutions of systems of inequalities, [13),

makes that we want to gain insight in cor.vex surfaces. One might cherish



a hope to get answers from that part of mathematics where manifolàs
for their intrinsic nature are investigated, i.e. differential geometry.
A prc,ulem then is that the far developped theery o.f smooth manifolds is

not of immediate use, since the main interest will often be directed
towards non-regular parts of the surfaces. However, some smoothening
procedure for a present surface suggests itself so that e.g. the re-
gular curvature behavior ef the smoothened surfaces gives by ba.ckward
limiting the wanted infcrma.tion. A more direct synthetic approach to
(convex) surface theory that also c~overs non-~egularities has bFen
advocated by Alexandrow, [ 1] , Busemann, ( 4J , a.o.

A surface S is in a véry general way conceived as a metric space
with metric d. Curves on S are continuous images in S of [0,1] and can
be given a length that may be t~. S(, arcwise connected,) is called
a surface with intrinsic metric iff for each nair p,q E S the infimum
of the lengths of all cu.rves on :' joining p and q is equal to d(F,q);
this contrasts the approach to a metric via an infinitesir.al l.ine-
element as in Riemannian geometry. An intrizsic metric happen~, to be
present of course if shortest lines, i.e. curves realizing the distar~--e
on S, do exist. Shortest lines and geodetic l.ines on S are then irn-
mediate available toois for the characterization of convexity of S and
on S.

For a smooth n-dimensional surface S there is associated to each
point of it the tangent-space, being an n-dimensional linear space.
In diff'erential geometry one investigatea S by studying the collection
of the tangent spaces to S in points of S and their connexions. For
not neccessarily smooth but convex surfaces the role of the linear
tangent spaces ought to be replaced by that of tangent cones, so thaG
it comes to ones mind to ask wether the study of a tangeni; con~- b.:r 11 e
and a tangent dual cone bundle is an appropriat,e mean for cc,nv~-z r;~~r--
faces.

I may end with an other speculative remark . The collecti~,n c,f

tangent spaces of a surface S constitutes a multifunction or. ~, asso-
ciating with each point of S its tangent spa~e as a set. Given a so
called connexion on S an inner differentiation-proces for S can be



defined. Since (convex) multifunctions are applied in mathematical
economics it secros for that purpose worthwhile to develop an appropriate
differential caicu7u~ for them with an eye on 3iffercutial geometric
results.
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t. Introduction.

Convex o.nalysis plays an important role in mathematical economics.

Fundamental concepts as optimum and Nash-equilibrium are characterized

by se~aration of convex sets. It will be shown, ~herefore, that these

concepts are closely related (section 2, 3 and 5).
Separati.on of convex sets implies the existence of sepa.rating hyper-

planes which again can be identified with "prices" (or cavectors ici th~~

dual space). The theory of duality analyses the relation between sets,

functions or correspondences, and their dual characterizations in terms

of prices.
For several years, the authors have worked on duality~~ in relation to

equilibria and other economic concepts. Their earlier results are used

in this paper, and r.ew applications are introduced.

In Section L, a summary is given on duality theory; the sections 6-9

contain some important applications. First, collective decisions and
public goods are considered. Then we analyse the competitive equilibriixm
concept, and shew how it may be reformulate3 as a Nash equilibrium in

several ways. ln sections 8 and 9, finally, dynamic economic systems
are analyzed from this point of view, usin~r a new criterion for optima-
lity for an economy with consumption.

t) A classical application of duality in econcmic theory is th~~ so calied
indirect utility function. Later, Shephard (1~70) has applied i;Yus
concept in production theory. A survey is given by Diewert (1.~'(~tj.



2. Gptimum for a single decision maker.

Let X ~lRn be the choice set for a decision maker or agent.]Rn will
be called the action space of that agent (e.g., the consumption space
if the agent is a consumer who considers all conceivable consumption
bundle,).

The preference:~ of the agent are given by a stron~ preference corres-
pondence P:X -; Y., such that P(x) is the set of actions (elements) of
X which are better than x. By assumption is x~ P(x), i.e. P is irre-
flexivel).

Let Y Clftn be a constraint set of the agent. The triple E:- (X,P,Y) is
said to be an (abstract) economy with a single agent.

Definition 2.1. Given the abstract economy E:- (X,P,Y), an action
x E gtn is called an optimum if it is:
(1) feasible: x E X n y,

(2) maximal : P(x) n ~ - (6.

A simple exsmple of an abstract econom,}r is given by the following Li-
near Programming problem:

max ax,
subject to: bk,x ~ ck, k- 1,2,...,m

x ~ 0 .

Then: X:- 7Rnt

F:- {y E Xjay ~ r~c}

Y:- (x E]Enlbks - ck k- 1,2,...,m}.

1) If prNferences are given by a weak correspon3ence R(which is also
reflexive), a strong preference correspondence P can be derrived
from it: P(x):- R(x)~,R-1(r.).



Proposition 2.?. Let E:- (X,P,Y) be such that: (X n Y] is compact,

convex and nonempty; P has an open graph {(x,y)ly E p(x)} in XxX, a.nd

x ~ Conv P(x)~).

Then there exists an optimum.

If also x E C1 P(x) for all x E X(local non-satiation), then x E Bnd Y.

Proof: Uefine P(x):- Conv P(x); P also has an open graph and x~ F(xl.

Clearly, P(x) n Y-~ implies P(x) n Y-~.

Suppose there exists no optimum with respect to P, then

F(x):- P(x) n Y,~ ~, for all x E X n Y. Since F is lower hemi cor.tinuous

in X n Y, there exists a continuous selection f: [ X ~~ Y] -~ [ X n Y]

(Michael, 1956).

According to~ Brouwer's fixed point theorem, there exists an action

x- f(x) E r(x). This coritradicts x~ P(x).

Suppose further that x E Cl P(x) and x E Int Y, then P(x) n Y~~, and

x cannot be an optimum. ~

I.ocal non-satiation implies tkiat the restrictions on the activn~ space

giveci by the set of feasible actions are actually working or active.

If some action x is an optimum, then it is on the boundary of both

C1 P(x) and Y, although P(x) n Y-(d. Therefoi~e, the convex sets

Conv F(x) and Y are separated by s hyperplane

H(p~a):- {y E ~nlpy - a}~

which contains x. ~
The theory of duality (as it will te developed in section ~), is basnd

on this separation property.

Sir,ce a hyperplane is determined by a linea~ function and a scalar, it

is possible to associate with each optimum (given local non-satiaticr.

and thus scarcity) at least one linear flinction p and a scaiar -x. lf x

is an action in an econo~y E, p can be interpreted as a price, anc] ~x

1) Notations and definitions of a.o. operations on sets are uiv~:n ir.
section L.



as a value of x at price p.

Definition 2.3. Let x be an optimum in an economy R, in which 1oca1 non-
satiation prevails~). The linear function p which determines a separa-
ting hyperplanP, given the scalar a, between P(x) and B is said to be a
characteristic price of the action x at value a.

At a characteristic price, ar~y feasible action costs not more t.han a,

and any better actions costs not less than a(and more than a if

x~ Int X). In case of local nonsatiation, any optimum will cost exact-

ly a.

The prc~blem of defining an optimum in E wi-11 be put in a more general

cnr~text, although no reasonable ir~terpretation is given for a siiit;le

decision mssker.

Let X CIRn be the choice set on which a strorig preferance relation P

is defined, as above. Let Y CIRn be the planning set in the action

space Il3n, determining the set of actions which are eventually or ~on-

ditional.ly feasi.ble. The set of feasible actions are gi.ven by a con-

straint correspondence B: ~ X n Y] -~ ~ X n Y] .

The quad.ruple (X,P,Y,B) is a single agent abstract economy and dei~oted

by E~.

I'iefini',ion 2.4. !tn action x is said to be an optimum in E~, if:

( 1) x E- X ~~ B(x)

{2) P(x) ~~ B{x) - A.

?) If one a5sumes that x~ Conv P(x), as in propcsition 2.2, the pre-
ference relation in E àoes not need tc be convex.
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~. Nash-equilibria.-n for a set of agents.

The economy will be extended to a set 1:- { 1,'.?,. ..,tI} 02' ap,ent~, each
ni

agent i having his own a.ction space]R , in which his choice set Xi is

defined.
The collective choice set of all agents i: defined by:

XH:- X1XX.2X...~XH C7RN, with N:- E n..
iEI 1

For each agent i E I, a strong preference correspondence Di: XH -~ Xi
Hassociates to each x:- (x1,x2,...,xi,...,xH) a set of actions in Y.i

that are considered better to agent i than his action xi in xH, given
also the actions of other agents in xH.

n.
Let Y. C1R 1 be the planning set of agent i E I, andi
yH;- ylxy2x,,,xYH C]RN be the col7.ective p].anning set of sll ageiits.

The constraint cerrespondence Bi: ( XH r1 YH] -~ ; Xi n Yi] associates te
each yH a set of actions that are both eligible and feasible for agenr

i, given the pïanned actioiis of all agents. In a static model it seems
reasonable to let deperid Bi(.yH) only on yj, for j~ i; formally, tiow-

ever, Bi(yH) may also depend on yi.
The collective constraint correspondence BH: (XH n YH] -~[XH n YH] is

defined by BH:- II Bi. -
iEI

An abstract economy with H agents is define3 by:

LH:- (Xi,Pi,Yi,Bi).

Definition 3.1. An action xH E II~N is called a Nash-equilibriu,-n iti LN,
if:

(1) xH E BH(xH);
(2) t!i E I: Pi(xfi) n Bi(xH) - Sd.

If there is only one agent in EH, then a Nash-equilibirum clearly
coinc~des with an optimum in ~1, as defined in 2.4.



Theorem 3.2. (Shafer and Sonnenschein, 197F).

Let EH'- (Xi'Pi'Yi'~1) he such that:

(a) XH n YH is a compact, cor.vex and nonempty set;

(b) Bi is a continuous ccrrespondence, ~i;

(c) Bi(xH) is compact, convex and nonempty, dxH E XH n YH,

(d) Pi has an open graph in XHXXi,

(e) xi ~ Conv Pi(xH), tlxH E XH.

Then there exists a Nash equilibrium.

If also for all i x. E C1 F.(xH), dxH E X~;, then x. E Bnd B.(xH).' 1 1 1 1

~
Proof~': Define Pi(xH):- Conv Pi(xFi), and a correspondence
Fi :[ XH ~ YH] -~ [ Xi ~ Yi] by

Fi(xH):- Pi(xH) n Bi(xH).

Let Zi-- {xH E XH n YHIFi(xH) ~~}.

Since Pi and Bi ar? l.h.c., Zi is an open set.

The correspoti3ence F.: Z. -~ X. n Y. is l.h.c. and therefore contains a
i i i i

continuous selection f.: Z. ~ X. n Y. with f.(xH) E F.(xH).
i i i i i i

Define G.: XH n YH -~ X. n Y. by:
i i i

H ~fi(xH) if xH E Zi
Gi(x )'- ~ H H d

B.(X ) lf X y- Z..
1 1

G:- II Gi, is an uhc correspondence from XH i~ YH into itself and satisfies
I H H

Kakutaui's conditions for the existence of a fixed point x E G(x ).

1) Shafer and Sonnenscheir. give another proof. The idea of this proof
has been borrowed from Gale and Mas Collel ( 1975). A generalization
of the theorem is giver. by J. Greenberg (1977).



This point is a Nash equilibrium, because by definition is xi E gi(xH)

and xH ~ Z..i
For, if xH E Zi, then xi E Fi(xH) - Pi(xH) n Bi(xH), which contradicts
'he irreflexivity of Pi.

Finally, suppose x E Cl Yi(xH) and x E Int Bi(r.H), then
Pi(xH) n Bi(xH) ~~, contradicting condition (2) of def'inition (3.1).C]

Again it is possible to associate with a Nash equilibrium xH (assumir.g
~n.

local nonsatiation) H price vectors pi E:2 1 such that H(pi;a) separatF:s
Bi(x1;) and Conv Pi(xH), with the same interpretation as in section 2
above.

Definition 3.3. Let xH be a Nash-equilibri~im in Ex, in which each agent
is locally not satiated. A set of Nash-equilibrium prices is composed
of a characteristic price pi of the action xi at value ai, for each
agent i E I.

4. Duality operations on sets and correspondences.

The duality concepts which are used here, are based on the notion of
separation of sets inJRn. A typical separation theorem gives nECessary
and sufficient conditions for the existencs of a hyperplane separating
two sets. Such a hyperplane divideslRn into two half spaces, each of
wtiich contains one set mentioned above.
Let X he a set inlRn and let a hyperplane be ~alled a bounding hyper--
plane for X, if one haJ.fspace asseciated with that hyperplane contains X.
The set X can be characterized (and perfectly if X is convex) cy th.? set
of all bounding hyperplanes to X.
Since each hyperplane in]Rn can be represente3 by a v~~ct,r J, F: L-r'x~

and a scalar a E]R:

H(P;a):- {x E]Rn~P x - a}~



it is fruitful to consider the sei of all linear functions having their

domain inlEtn snd vaLues in 4i. This set is agair. a real euclidian n-space,

denoted by ]Rnx and called the dual space of 1Rn. The spaccs 1Rn and IRrlit

are isomorphic and do not need to be distinguished, but a distinction

is quite sensible if this theory is applied on economics. T11e primal

space fftn will be identified with the quantity (or action) space, the

dual space]Rn~ with the rp ice or valuation space.

Let H(P;a):- {x E 1RnIPx - a}

H(p;a):- {x E 7Ein~Px ~ a}

H}(P;a):- {x E ]Rn~Px ' a}~

and H(P~~:- H(P;1)~ H-(p):- H-(p;1)~ H~(P):- H~(p;1).

The idea, expressed above that a set X Clftn csn be characterized by the

set of all hounding hyperplanes to X, is made concrete by means of the

dual relation betaeen hyperplanes in]Rn and prices (covectors) in]Rr~.1}

4.1. Folar cones, sets, and correspondences.

Lefinition 4.1. Let X be a set in]Rn. The polar sets of X are defined
by:

Xt. :- { p E~n~t I X C H ( P)}- { p E 7Rnz I yx E X: px ~ 1}

X}:- {P E~nir~X ~ g}(P)} -{P E~n~l1~x E X: px ~ 1}

and sre called the nagative-polar, resp. positive-polar set.

1) Since this distinction is mathematically not necessary in case of a
finite eucledean space, all properties derived here can be applied

both in IRn and ]Rn~. Also
(~tnie}:t -~n
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The poïar cones of X are 3efined by:

X~~:- {P E 7R~IX C H-(P~~)} -{p E Rn~lyx E X: px - 0}

Xo-- {P E~~IX C H~(p~0)} -{p E Rn~~dx E X: px ~ 0}

and are called the negative- resp. positii~e-polar cone r,f iC.

The positive-polar set X} contains all p E;~Zn~ such that the hyperplar.es
fl(p) separate X and {0}, see fig. b.a.
The riegative-polar :;et X~ contains all p E~n~ sucti that X and {0} are
on one side of H(p). The-polar cones cor.tain all p such that the hyper-
planes H(p) have X on the negative, resp. positive ~ide.

fig. 4.a. Polar sets.



The following hull (or closure) opcrat,ions are defined:

Definii;i-on 4.2. Let X C~n.

nt1
Aff X:- {x E]fin~x - E a.x., for x. E X and Ea. - 1}:

i i i i
1-~ the affine hull of X.
nf 1

Conv X:- {x E]ftnlx - E a.x., for x. E X and Ea. - 1, a. ~ 0}:
i i i i i-

~-~ the convex hull of X.

Aur X:- {x E]Rnlx - ay, for y C X and a~ 1}:

the aureole hull of Y..

Star Y.:- {x F gtnlx - ay, for y C X and 0 ~ a ~ 1}:

the s':ar hull of X.

Cone X:- ~x E]E2nlx - ay, for y E X and a~ 0}:
the cone closure of X.

PdormK ~C:- (X-K) n K, for cone K: ~)

the normal hull with respeot to K
1)

Moni. X:- (X}K.) n K, for cone K:

the monotone hull wrt K.

Se`.s which are equal to ttieir hull are called to be accordingly: affine,
convex, etc.

The following "oper.ing" operation is used:

Defir.itíon b.3. Let X C~tn.

Coriint X:- {x E IRn~Na 3 0: ax E X}:

the interior cone of X.

1) If K-7R}, no m.ontion is made of K in the nota.tion.
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Lefiniticn b.4.
Apart from the usual operations on sets (aX, ?:tY, X n Y, !C V Y), we

shali use an operation called dual addition, convex intersection, or

inverse addition (Rockafellar 1970):

u [ xX n (1-a)Y] .
aE[ 0 ,1 ]

In general, ii Xi C]Rn a.re sets, i E I:- {1,2,...,n} and
L:- {a E]RnlEai - 1 and ai ~ 0}, then the expression becomes:

u n a.x..
L I 1 1

SometimeG we use the notationl).

X R Y:- V [ aX n( 1-a )Y] .
aE[ 0,1]

The following properties of pclar sets are giver. without proof; r,t,eir
proofs, or references to their proofs, can be found in Weddepohl (Iy70,
1972, 1973), and Ruys (1972, 1974).

Property 4.5.(valid for both positive and negative polar operations:

suffix is therefore omitted).

1. X~ -(Rint X)~ -(C1 X)~ -(Conv X)~.

2. X~ is closed and convex.

3. p E Bnd X~ p H(p,1) supports X.

L. XCYpX~~Y~.
,

5. (aX)~` - a-'X~, for a~ 0.

6. (X V Y)~ -(X n Y)x.

1) Arialogously, one may define an operation convex. addition:

X t Y:- u [ aX t( 1-a )Y] - Conv [ X V Y] .
aE[ 0 ,1 ]



7. (X n Y)~ - Conv(X~ U y~)

8. (X t Y)x - C1 [ U ( aX~ n ( 1-a)Y~)].
aE[ 0,1]

Prope.rty 4.6. (on negative polar sets).

1. 0 E Int Conv X p X~ is bounded.

2. rz - (Star v)~.

3. Xz - Star(X~), and thus contains 0.

4. X~ ~ XO - Conint(X~) -( Cone X)~ -( Cone X)0.

5. X C K~[ X~ n K~] is K~-normal, for some K. (Xx
- KO) f~ KO - Xie

Property 4.7. (an positive polar sets).

1. C E Cl Conv X p X~ -~.

~~. X} - (Aur k)}.

3. Xt - Aur(X}), and does not contain 0.

4. X} C X} - C1 Cone(X~) -(Cone X)} -(Cone X){.

5. X C K~ X} t K~ - 1~, i.e. K~-monotone.

Property 4.8. (reflexivity conditions).

Let ~{ be s closed and convex set. Z~en:

1.((Xt)~ - X]" X is aureoled and C~ X.

2,[(}{~)~ - X]p X is starred (i.e. U r X).

~. [(X~)o - Xj p:{ is a cone.

4. [(;:0)0 - X] e~ X is a cone.

Property li.9. (dual separation theorem).

L: t, X be closed, convex, aureoled and not co;itainíng 0(i.e. a~u~eole-

reflexive), and Y be closed, convex and containing 0(i.e. star-re-

flexive), then:



k.2. Dual corresponàences of superlinear and convex maps.

The idea of characteri~ing a(closed and convex) set by a set of lir~ear

functions or prices, and scalars or values can also be applied on func-

tions and correspondences, in order to obtain characteristic functions

or correspondences. lhe linlc between these maps and the sets of the

previous section is the epigraph of a function, or the graph of a cor-

respondence (or miiltifunction).

Although there is a one to one correspondence between (multi-)functions

and (epi-)graphs, given the domain and rar.ge of the (multi-)functions,

there are several possibilities to partition the space in which the

polar (epi-)graph is defined into 3 domain ancl a range. Two possibili-
ties are compared here, ~enerating thc so catled conju~!ate, resp. adjoint

ooeration.

Let f be a function from7Rn into à2 such that its epigraph
{(x,u) E~n}~~V ~ f(x)} is convex. ".'he conjugate of f, denoted by fV,
is the pointwise-supremum of all affine functions h(x):- bx - f5; so
fo: IIin -r II2, defined by:

i'0(b):- sup{bx - f(x)}.
C

A typical bounding hyperplane to the epigrai,h of f is thus:

{(x,u) E]Rn{~I~b,s: bx - v- R ~ f~(b)} ~),

which is denoted by:

H [ (b,-1 ),S] , for R ~ f0(b),

(nf1)~
the covector in ffi being (b,-1 ), and tL,e s~:~lar b~rie~~ (S.

1) Notice that epi f - {(x,tii)~Vb: bx - u ~ f0(b)}.



1 . [X n Y - 9A ~ [ X ~ n Y ~ ~ ~ . )

?. If [C1 Cone X n Conint Y] C{0}, then:

[(X n Y) ~ ~ and (Rint X n Rint Y) -~[ p

[(X} `~ Y~) ~~ and (Rint Xt n Rint Yx) -~.]

fi~. 4.b.: dual separation

Property 4.10. (on poLlr correspondences).

Let F: X-~ Y be a correspondence.
If F ~s point-aureole-reflexive (i.e. point-closed, point-convex, point-

aureoled and 0~ F(x), yx), then:

1. F i.s lhc ~ F} is closed.

2.jF' is closed and for all x E X and for some neighborhood N of 0,

F~(xl n N-~,l ~ F} ie lhc.

If F is point-star-reflexive (i.e. point-closed, point-convex and point-

starred), then

1. F is lhc ~ Fz is closed.

2. F is closed ~ F~ is uhc.



The difference with the polarity operatioi~ ~e defined ubove is that here

one component of the vector is fixeà (on -1), instead of the scalar.

Therefore, the principle is the same, only interpretations have to be

adapted, and a choice can be made according co the circumstances.

'Phe conjugate operation can also be applied on correspondences or multi-

functions, as is done by Makarov and Rubinov (199, P. 1~5). In this

paper, however, it will be fruitful to use the adjoint operation as

defined by Huys (1971t, p. 191).

Let F: Il2m ilRn be a correspondence. The correspondence F' and F~ from

~in~ into g2~, defined by:

F~(q):- {PI(-P~q) E IGr(F))~}~ and

Ft(4):- {PI(P~-q) E IGr(F))~},

are said to be the lower and upper adjoint of F, respectively.
Zf F is a linear function, then the adjoints coincide and correspond

with the usual definition. If Gr(F') is a cone, then they corresponà with

Rockafellar's (1972) definition, e.g.:

rt(q):- {PIVx,tTy E F(x): px ~ qy}.

Bizt if Gr(F) is a convex set in Il3n}m, then they are equal to:

F'(q):- {PIFlx,by E F(x): 9.Y ~ px f 1}, and

F'f(q):- {plt~x,tly F F(x): px ~ qy t 1}.

However, since we will use a composition operatíon on correspondences,

the scalar 1 cannot be fixed or choosen independently any more. FurtY.er,

~ur attention will be restricted to superlinear and convex correspon3ences,

defïr.ed in closed and convex cones. Anà fir.ally, it may be easier to use
the inverse of an adjoint, which has more resemblance with the primal



correspondence. This leads us to the following definition.

Definition 4. 1 1. Let K ~ C gir~' a,nd K2 C]F2n be closed, convex snd sol.id

cones, and F: K a K„ be a correspondence.1 ~
The dual corrcapondenc.r. o,c :' with respect to the positive scalar II,
~: (Y.~~ x 7R) -r K2, with K~ :- (K1 )} and K2:- (K2)~, is defined ey:

Fe~ II)'-
if 0 E F(Int K1),

~P~
{q E K~IVx,dy E F(x): px ~ qy t II},

. if 0 4~ F'( Int K1 ).

Definition u.12. Let ~C1 and K2 be closed, convex cones in fftrr, resp. 1{tm,

and F be a correspor~dence from K1 into K2.

F is said to be super~inear if it is:

1) superadditive: F(xty) ~ F'(x) t F(y);

2) cp sitive homogeneous: F(ax) - aF(x), ïia ~ 0;

3) closed: Gr(F) ís closed in K1 x K2;
4) a Gale map: Fl0) -{0};

5) nondegenerate: F(K1) n[Int K2] ~~.

F is said ta be a convex-star map, if its graph is a closed and convex

set, if the cone closure and the ~one interior of graph F meet the con-
11

ditior.s on the graph oF a superlinear correspondence , and if U E F(x)
for a11 x E K1.

F is said to be a convex-aureole map, if its inverse is a convex-star

correspondence.

,{q E K2~dx,tly E F(x): qy ~ px t II},

1) :nese are: Gr(F) is a closed, convex cone contained in K1 x K2, such

that (U,y) c Gr(F) ~ y- 0, and Pr2 Gr(F) n[ Int K~] ~(D.
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r,
c r~~

fig. ~a.c.

It should be noticed that:

Gr(T'~) --[ Gr(-F)J ~, if F is a conve~-star map;

Gr(F~) -[ Gr(-F)] ~, it' F is a convex-aiireole map.

(See also fig. 4.c)

nt

fig. 1~.d.

fli mt

nzl~



YI

fig. la.~l.: polar graphs and dua.1 correspondences of s

convex-st,ar, and convex-aureole ma~ .

The correspondence Fc: K~ --~ K2 defined by:

Fc(x):- {yI(x,Y) E Cone Gr(F)}

is callad the cone-closure of F, and asialogously tlie cone-o ep ning of

F, FG, is defined. :hen it is clear that Fc and Fe describe the behavior

of F, resp. Fe near the origin, and F0, resp. F~, the behavior of F,

resp. F~ in the infinite. If F is a superlinear map, then evidently F,

Fn and Fc coincide.
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The following properties of convex-star and convex-aureole correspon-

dences can be derive3 (see R:yys, 1974):

Froperty 4.13. T,et F: K1 -~ KL bP a convex-stRr corresE,undence.

Then:

1. F is point-compact, point-starred, and increasing: i.e.:

[ x~Y~ and (Y-x) E K,~ ~[F(x) C F(YÀ.

2. I'~ is a convex-star map, and also K~- normal, i.e.:

for all p E K~~ : F'~ ( p ) -[ F~ ( P) - K~] n K~ -

3. ( reflexivity ) [F~~ - F] p [F i s K2-normal].

~4. (composition) GoF' is a convex-~i.~ir map; (~: K„ ~ K.;)

(Got~')e - G~oF~.

5. F is uhc and lhc.

6. If Gr(F) is a cone, then F is superlinear.

Property 4.14. Let F: K1 -~ K2 be a convex-sureole correspondence. Then:

1. F is point-aureoled and decreasing, i.e.:

Ix~Y and (Y-.x) E K1] ~[F(x) ~ F(Y~.

2. F~ is a convex-aureole map, and aJso K.2.-monotone, i.e.:

for all p E K~: Fe(p) -[F8(P) } K2] n K2

3. (ref'lexivity)[ Fee - F) p[F' is K2-supernormaJ).

4. (composition) GoF a convex-sureole correspondence, if both F and
G: K2 -~ K3 are so;

(GoF)~ - G~eFe.



5. F is lhc.

Property 4.15. (3ualit,v).

1. If F is a convex-star ma1~, then:

max qy - inf px t 1.
~F(x) PE(F~)-1(q)

2. If n is a ccnvex-aureole map, then:

inf qy - max px - 1.

~F(x) F~(F~)-1(q)

~.3. Folar and dual preferences, and optimum.

Poïarity onerations can be applied on the concepts defining an optimum
in an economy E(definition 2.1):

Assume trat X in7Rn i.s closed, convex and aureo.ledl) and does not con-
tai.n G; P(x) is convex s.nd sureoledl), x~ F'(x) an3 x E C1 P(x), for
sll x E ti; P has an open graph, and Y is closed, convex and starred.

Then (P(x)]~ is closed in]Rn~, convex and aureoled.
Following the notation introduced in 4.1, this.correspondence should be
indicated by P~. However, in order to avoid confusion with the strong
character given to a preference relation P(in contrast to R), we will
denote [P(x)]~ by P~. The correspondence P~: X-y]R~ has a closed graph.

If x is an optimum, then it follows from property 4.9 that:

Px(x) n Y~ ~~ and Rint P~(x) n}~ -~. 2)

1) If X and P(x) are not sureoled, we could replace them by Aur X and
Aiir P(x); Y may be replaced by Star Y. Under certain conditions, this
will not affect the opti~ium.

2) Or, equivalently, Rint Pz(x) n Rint Yz -~.



The first intersection contains the optimum prices (hence H(p) separates
F(x) and 'I), and H(r.) separates P~(x) and Y~.

Next, we will define a. preference correspondence in terms of prices.

Let X C]Ftn be a closed, convex, aureoled set, not contair~ing 0. Assume
that the preferences are given by a wrak preference ~:orrespondence,
R: X-~ X, for which the following assumptions hold: Vx,y E X:

1. y E R(x) or x E R(y): completeness.

2. R(x) C R(y) or R(y) C R(x): transitivity.

3. R(x) is convex.

4. R(x) is sureoled.

5. R(x) and R-~(x) are closed.

6. a ~ 1~ ax. ~ R(x): mor.otonicíty.

These assumptions imply that:

a. P(x) - Int R(x) - R(x)`R-~(x).

b. R has a closed graph.

c. R is lhc.

d. P has an open graph.

Let for some (well chosen) x~ E X,

V:- R(x~).

The correspondence Rx: V~ -~ V~ defined by:

R~(p)-- n R~(x)~
xERx-~(p)

is said to be a weak preference relation in iarms of rices. ï:: ~ase ~~f
private goods, q E R~(p) is to be interpreted as: "at pricF q, ynd n,i-;cn
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value 1, no bundle can be bought that is better than some bundle which
can be bought at pri~:e p".

The relation R~ is a complete, transitive, point-convex, point-sureoled,
point-closed, lhc, and such that a ~ 1 implies ap ~ R~(p), T?re inverse
(RC)-J does not need to be closed~), hence R~(p)`(ft~)-~(p) does not need
to be open.
However, i' we de-fine P~: V~ -~ V~ by

P~(p):- Int R~(p),

then P~ has an open graph.

4.L, Linear optimization and dualit .

The purpose of thi.s subsection is twofold: (a) it serves as an illu~tra-
tion of the theory of the preceding sections; (b) it shows the relation
that exists betweel~ the concept of duality of this paper and the duality
concept that. oc~~urs in optimization theory (dual linear program etc.).

In 11I12ar optirni::ation models, preferences are given by a linear utility
function u(x):- ax. The preference correspondence that follows from this
function is R(x) -{x ~]Rnlax ~ ax}. Clearly this correspondence has all
nice properties that we may need (continuous, point closed, convex, mo-
notoncus etc.) it also has a nice dual preference correspondence in terms
of pri.ces.
Two models ars considered:
(1) linear constraints, but no sign constraint;
(2) line,ar constraints and the requirement that the solution should be

aon-negative (linear programming).

1) If R also meets the assumption:
[ H(p) supports ( asymptotically) R(x) and R(y)]~[R(x) - R(y)] ,

then ( R~)-~(p} is closed, and P~(p):- Int R~(p) - R~(p)`(R~)-~(p).
Ir. this caae, Yx has also a closed graph.



(1) Consider the following problem:
max ax with constraints ~) Ax ~ R for x E 7Rn, a E lqnx ~

1-{1,1,...,1} E Itim and A an nxm-matrix

A -

a1
a2

l am 1

n:t, with ak E 1R

The abstract economy E-{X,R,Y} is now defined by2~.

X :- {x E Htn~ax ~ 0}

R(x) .- {x E Xlax ~ ax}

Y:- {y E 7Rn~Ay ~ 1}

R is a weak preference correspondence and

P(x) - {x E X~ax ~ ax}.

In an optimum we have

P(x) n V-~ nnd x E Y.

We aefine the dual econo~y E~ -{Vx,R~,Yx} by

1) Clearly any set, of constraints akx - b, for which an x exist.s snch

that akx ~ b for all k, can be put in the required form by writ.ir,,;

b- x
ak -~ and x' - x-x, hence a~ x' -~ ~-~ - 1.

b-akz è-akx b-akX

2) X and V~ contain 0 in their boundary contrery to assumptions made in
preceding sections. In this case this ~an do no harm.



Clesrl,y

.- rp c mn~l -}~~ j, ntiP W~

R}íp) :- {p E ~Ip ~ p}

1~ .- Conv {a~,aL,...,am,0}

Y~(x) :- {p E V~~p ~ p}

For an optimum price in E~, we have

F~íP) n Y~ -~ and p E Yz

C1earJ.y p is colinear with a.

fig. 4.~.

ThiS is e,laivalent to finding p-~a, such that:

aa E~~ and a' ~ a~ a'a ~ Y~.



Since we may write:

y~ -{p E 7[~~ I~ E If?~ : p- rA, r~ 0 and rk ~ 1},

we have that p is optimal if p- aa, ~uch that:

a- max{a' E 7ft}laa - rA, r~ 0, r2 ~ 1},

or equivalently: p- aa and

~- min{u E]R}la - qA, q~ 0 and qk ~ u}.
a - -

i~
This precisely corresponds to the dual program of the original problem -

min qk, with constraints qA - a and q~ 0.

(2) The following problem is a true linear programming problem:

max a.x, with constraint Ax ~ k.

x ~ 0.

Fro:n this, an abstract economy E can be derive~: in two ways: by introd~z-

cing the sign constraint in either X o.r in Y(or in botn).

First define E :- {X,R,Y} by:

X :- {x E g~nlax ~ p}

R(x) :- {x E Xjax ~ ax}

Y;- {x E X~A~c ~ E and x~ 0}.

Then as before:

1) See e.g. Gale (1968).
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V~F .- {P ERnitlp - aa~ a~ o}~

g}(p) :' {P E V~IP ? P}.

IIut noW:

Y~ .- Ccnv {a~,a2,...,am} f gZn

- Norm Conv {a~,a2,...,am}

fig. 4.f.

For an optimum price in F~ we have agaiti: p- aa such that:

aa E Y~ and a' ~ a~ a'a ~ Y~.

'r7e n~w have :

y~ ,- {p E R~I3r E 7R~: p ~ rA, r~ 0, rR ~ 1}

(so p- rA has been replaced by p ~ rA).

So p- aa is optimal if:

a- m~ {a' E1R}Iaa ~ rA, r~ 0, rk ~ 1},
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or equiva].ently:

n- min {u E 7R}~a ~ qA~ q? 0, qR, ~ u}.

This corresponds to the dual h.p problem:

max q~,

s.t. qA ~ a
q ~ o.

Provided that a? 0, we could also define É by

Vx -{P E]Rn ~ P? aa and p~ 0}

Rz~x) - {P E ~~P ? P}

Yz - Conv {a1,a2,...,am,0}

fig. 4.g.

Now an optimum price is p~ aa, p E Xt and

a- max {a E]R}~,1a ~ rk, r~ 0, rq, ~ 1},

or:



~- min {u E]R}la ~ qA, r~ 0, rQ ~ ut,

which is identical to the corresponding formula above.

In E~ only prices cclinear with a can be optimum; in É all prices such

that p~ aa may be optimam (but clearly not p~ aa).

The dual variable p in the model is the optimum price, whereas the prices

q(or r) are the shadow prices of the restrictions.

Above we considered a maximum L.P. problem. A minimum L.P.-problem also

has a dual, but then the preference correspondence in star shaped and

the set of restrictions sureoled (min ax, given Ax ~ b, b~ 0).

Particular.ly the diial program of the L.P. problem above (min qQ, given

qA ~ a, or q'A ~~., for a~ 0) is a minimum problem: c.learly this problem

has a dual optimum problem, that corresponds to the original L.P.-program.



~. OpLimum and Nash E~luilibrium.

5.1. An opti.mum formulnted t~s a Nash equilibrium.

The abstract econoiqy E:- {Y,P,Y} with a single agent can l,c rci'urmuLaL~.~i

as an economy E2 or E3 with two or three agentc. Under certain conditior.s,

the optimum in E, in w}iich the characteristic price vector remains impli-

cít, corresponds to a Nash-equilibrium in E,~ or E.1, where the characteris-L
tic price appears r~xplici-tly.

(1) Three agentsl)

E3 '- {Xi'Pi'Yi'Bi}, for i- 1,2,3, where the ~.ction space becomes

R3n -~2n x~n~~a typical element being (x,y,p):

agent 1: X1 :- X

("consumer") P1(x,y,p) :- P(x)

Y1 :- YtN, for N-{z E~n I ~z~ ` 1}
B1(x~Y~P) :- {z E X1 n Y~ ~ pz ~ pY}

agent 2: X2 :- IRn

("producer") P2(x~Y~P) :- {z E X2 ~ Pz ' Py}
Y2 :- Y

B2(x~Y~P) :- Y2

agent 3: X - Rnx
3 '

("market") P3(x~Y~P) :- {P E X3 Í P(x-Y) ' 0}

Y3 :- {P F X3 ~~P~ ` 1}
B3(x~Y~P) .- Y3

1) A simiïar formulation for a different but related problem is given in
Debreu (1952), see section 7.1.



Thus the single agent is split up into two sgents, the first choosing a
maximal element from B(x,y,p), which will be called his budget set, the

1
carnnri rhnnac.c frnm Y.-- Yan element which maximizes the value at priee~
p. A third agent, t:~e "market agent", is added who chooses a price which
maximizes the value of the difference between x and y.

Theorem 5.1. Let F. and E3 be economies in which X and Y are closed and

convex, P has an open graph and is point-convex, x~ P(x) and x E C1 P(x),
then:

(a) if r. is ar~ optimum in E, x E Int X and p~ 0 is an optimum price, than

(x,y, ~) is a Nash-equilibrium in E3 with x- y;
IPI

(b) if (x,y,p) is a Nash-equil.ibrium in E3 than x is an optimum in E and

x-y.

Proof.
(a) H(p,px) separates Y and P(x) and aïso H(p,px) and P(x).

Hence P~(x,Y, ~-)n B~(x,Y~PIIPI) -~ and x E B~(x,x,P~IPI).
IPI

Also P~(x,Y~PIIPI) n Y2 -~. Since ( x-Y) - 0, P3(x,y,P) n Y3 -~,

P~IPI E Y3.
(b) By local non-satiation, px - py. If ( x-y) ~~, then for q- X~,

Ix-YI
q E P3(x,y,p) ~~ Y3, which is impossible, hence x-y - 0.
Since P~(x,Y~P) n B~(x~Y~P) - 0 and P2(x,Y~P) n B~(x~Y~P) ~~, where-

as B2(x,Y,P) ~ YL - Y, P(x) n Y- O. O

(.') Two agents:

A simpler way to reformulate the optimum, is obtained by using duality;

We have to assume now that:

0~ Y, and 0 ~ I nt Y

E2 .- {Xi'Pi'Yi'Bi}, for i- 1,2, where the action space becomes7RnXRnx~

a typical element bein~ (x,p).



agent 1: X1 :- X
P1(x,P) :- P(x)
Y ~ : - 2Y

B1(x,P) :- {z E x1 n

agent 2: X2 :- 7Rn~

P1(x,P) :- {q E X2
Y2 :- Y~

B2(x,P) :- Y~

Y1 px ~ sup pY}

4x ' Px}

Thus the first agent chcoses a maximal element from his budget set which

now is based on maximiz.ation of the value on Y and agent 2 chooses a

value maximizing price.

Theorem 5.2.: Given the assumptions of theorem 5.1.:

(a) if x is an optimum in E, x E Int X and p is an optimum price, than

(x,p~px) is a Nash equilibríum in E2.

(b) If (x,p) is a Nash equilibrium in E?, than x is an optimum with oP-

timum price p in E.

Proof~
(a) H(p,px) separ.ates P(x) and Y and x E Bnd Y.

Since x E Int X, P(x) n H(p,px) -~.

Hence also P1(x) n B1(x,p~px) -~. Since H(p~px;1) supports Y in x,

H(x,1) supports Y~ in p~px. Hence P2(x,p~px) n Y~ ~~.

(b) Since F1(x,P) ~ B1(x,P) -~ and B1(x,F) -' X n Y, P(x) ~ Y- Q1.

Since H(x,1) supports Y~ in p, x E Y.

5 2 A Nash-equilibrium reduced to an optimum.

0

An abstraet economy En .- {Xi'Pi'Yi'Bi} with n agents, can und?r ceri.air.
1)

conditions, be reformulated as an econom,y witY, a single agent E1

1) A similar result is given in Borglin and Keiding,(1976).A reïated
model was considered in Ruys(197~).
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Assume: 0~ Xi and 0 E Yi (for all i). Then E] :- {XH,P,YH,BH}. The choice
set, the planning set and the constraint correspondence are simply XH - IIXi
H H~ H~ nL ~ Hi ~,},~ ..,,ferences p xH -. x1 - J1~1 tlt.ll U `,~ 1 - ~i i~ x 1, p... . i , Al`a AaQI'PAAt.PfÍ1 ' i - - -

Hinto a single preference P: XH -~ X, by means of dual summation.
Let

Pi(xH) :- Pi(x}}) X II X.
j~i ~

and
L:- {.~ E IRn ~ E a. - 1 and a~ 0}i -

then:

F(r.}}) :- V n a.n P. (xH)L . i 1i

Theorem 5.3.: Let En and E~ as defined above, be such that:

(]) C~ XH, J E
Y}};

(2) for all i and xH E X}} n yH ; B,(xH) i~ closed and convex; and~.
Star Bi(xH) ~i Yi - Bi(xH)

( 3) for all i, and x}} E X~- ~~ Y}} : F. ( x}} )~~i, x. E Cl F. ( xH ) andi i i
xi t~ Coav Pi ( xH ).

Zfien the fellowi-ng statements are equivalent:
(3) xH is a Nash equi]-ibrium in E;n

H .(b) x ~s an opt~mum in E,.

I'ruo.'.

(a) Let ~H be a TJash-equilibrium in E, hence xH E B(X}})
n

Suppose z}j E F(x}}) n B(xH), hence for all i, z. E B.(xH).i i
Since for all i, z. ~ P.(xH) n B.(xH), zH ~ P.(`c}-}); for 0 ~ U ~ 1
and ior all i: G~::? c~ P1(K}i): ifluz. E P.(xI}), theni i i i
,:.,} E Star f;i(~N) ~i Pi(Y}}) - PL(xH) n

Bi (xH) and that is a contradic-

tior.. Hen~:e uzH ~ ~,, (`lí)

There must cxiat a E L, such that for all i,z}; E a.n P.(xx), buti i
this is impossibïe, since for at least one i0' ~i n~ ~~ hence

0



I{ H
z ~ ~i n Pi (x ).

~ 0

(b) Let xH be an optimum in E1, hence xH E B(xH) and P(r.H) ~ B(xx) -~.
Suppose for some j E I, P.(zH)~~ B.(xH) ~ Ó, then for some a. ?~,

~ ~ ~ n
?.jn ~ 1 and ajn Pj(xH} ~~ Bj(xH) - ajn Pj;x11) ~ Star Bj(xH) ~~, sincc.

P~(xH) is open; let zj E a~n Pj(xH) ~ Bj(~-H).
HBy local non-satiation, x. E Cl P.(x ) for all i.

1 1-a .n 1
Choos,e f'or all i ~ j, ~i - n~-- , hence ain ~ 1 and `.herf~f~~re, h,y

lc,cal non-satiation, for all i,ai Pl(XH) n B.(YH) ~~.
r

Let z. E a.n P.(xH) r~ B.(xH). Hence z E Bll(x ). Clearly z E a.n P.(xH)i i i ~. H H i i
for all i. Hence z E n hin pi(x ) C p(x ) and that. ís a contradic-
tion. 1 U

6. Collective decisions.

As an application of the theory of the previous sections we consider a

problem of collective decision making.

In section 2 we considered a single decision maker, in section 3 a group

cf decision makers, each optimizing independently, but under constraints

dependent one other's choices. We have seen in section 5 that both pro-

blems are closely related.

In the present section we consider a group of decision makers who have to

decide collectively on a single action. We shall see that this problem

gives rise to optimization proUlems as defined in section 2.

A straight forward interpretation of the model is thaC of an economy w-i~h

public goods only (see Ruys 1972, 1974).

Let the economy

C -- {Xi,Pi,Y}

be defined as follows:

X. C]Rn is a set of collective actions feasible for i E'. (fcri
i a( finite ) set of agents ),Pi : Xi -Y ni a stri.ct preference re~ation ,~ind
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Y L IFtn i:; a c~,;~atr:a i nt ,.~ t.

Clearl~r the set ~~i~. ic Lhe set. of' e:ctions feasible 1'or alL agents.
1

x E ~X ,,,sy bc ~nterpr~tPd a~ a vrri.nr nf public goods, feasible for all
~ 1 -

consumers, Y as a set of producible public goods vectors.

6.1. Pareto optima in ~

P. strcngz) Par~~to optimum in ~, is a solution x E n Xi ~~ Y, such that there

exists no y E ri X. ri Y, where y E Yi(x) for all i.l

A Yareto optimum in ~, is as; optimum in the single agent abstract econotqy

~ ~- {X,P,Y}1~

for

X :- n X.ii

I'(x) :- ~~ Pi(x)
i

i.e., in a Pareto optimum we have

xEY andP(x) nY-~.

From theorem 2.2 it follows that a Pareto cptimum exists if X ~i Y is compact

an3 non empty, P(x) has an open graph, is point convex and x~ P(x).

Clearïy th~ conditions on P are fullfilled, if they hold for all Pi.

If for atl i and x, also x E C1 Pi(x), then x E C1 P(x), if P(x) ~~.

Let all the above conditions hold, assume also, that for all i there

exists a~ 1, such that 1x E Yi(x). This implies that P(x) ~~ for all x.

for x E X ~~ Y ar.d 0 E Int Y and 0~ X.

z) Fer a weak Pareto optim~un it is reyuired, that no y exists such that
for all i, x~ Pi(y) and for some i, y E Pi(x). Under certain conti-

nuity conditien on Pi, s weak Pareto optimum is also a strong Pareto

optimum.



'í'hen in a Pareto optinnim, there exists a characteristi~ price p: H(p,ï)

aeparates P(x) and Y. Hence èy preperty íF.9, H(x,l) separates R~(~c) and

Y~ whíle p ~ P~(x) r~ Y~.
By property ~.5 (6)

R~(x) - Conv(U i~(x))ti

Hence H(x,1) also separates all P~(x) from Y~. B;~ definition, H(x,1)
xsupports any Ri(x).

xTherc exists pi E Pi(x) and ai ~ 0, such that E ai - 1, for wh~ch

p - E a.p.
i i

We have pix - 1 and H(pi,1) supports P~(x) in x, for all i.

i.e. pi is an optimum price for i, and p is some weighted mean of outimum

prices. We could interpret this in the following ways:

(1) each consumer spends an amount 1, and fixes his shadow price p,.
L

The optimum price is a weighted mean of these prices;

(2) each consumer spends an amount ai, pi :- aipi is his shadow price and

the optimum price is the sum of these shad.ow prices.

6.2. Lindahl equilibrium.

A natural extension of the preceding model is to select among the Pareto

optima a solution for which the weights ai considered above, are fixed

beforehand. This leads to a special case of a so called Lindahl equili-

brium.~) Special in the sense that in the econo~y C only public

(goods) actions are available.

The assumptions of the preceding section are retained.

It appears that the Lindahl equilibrium is an optim~m in the abst.ract

economy

E~:- {X~p~,y}

x) See e.g. Milleron (19'j2), Ruys (1972).



derived from E , where

x:-nx..
ii

a.
P' (x) :- U ~~' ál Pi(x)

L i i

where L:- {~ E ffiYt I a i ~ 0 and E a i - 1}.

ilence as a. collective preference we use the dua] :,um (or ~~onvex inter-

section; def. 4.4.) of the individual preí'erences, which also appeared

ir. theore:n 5.2 in an essentially similar way).

It can be showu that P' has arr open ~raph , is point-convex, x~ P(x) and

x E C]. P(x).

So in a Lindahl equilibrium we have

x E Y and P' ( x) n Y-~

Its existence is guaranteed by the assumptions.

In the L.E. solution x, H(p,l) separates P'(x) and Y.

Clearly Hf,x,t) separates P'~(x) and Y~, whereas the intersection contains

P.

By pmperty ~~ . 5. ( 8):

R'~(x; - Y: ai R~(x)

Hence if p is the optim~am price, there exist pi E R~(x), such that

p - E aipi'
Now H(x,í) suppurts R~(x) in pi and H(pi,1) supports Pi(x) in x1 for
all i .

p is te be intcrFretc~d as a weighted mean of individual prices pi, or as
a stim of individual Y~r~ces pi :- aipi, where E pi - p (pi is called a

Linda}rl price),hence each individual spends ai.
The solution (x,p,(pi)) is a Lindahl equilibrium ( or public equilibrium)
in3eed, since it ful:il-:



(1) for atl i, x is tlie best in the set {x I pix ~ ai}.

(2) P - EPi
(3) PY - sup pY.
In the case that the preferences of individuals are represented by a

preordering P.i(x), so that a dual prefei~ence rel.ation P,x(p) exists, as

considered in section 4.2, a Lindahl equilibrium may a].so be considered

as a snluY.ion (p,pi) such that

1. p E E a.R~(P-) n Y~c
i ~- i

? . 7: a I'~` ( F~ ) ~~ Y~ - 0~

while H(x,I) separates E ai Rx(pi) and Y.
Thus the Lindahl equilibrium in the price space becomes similar to an

equilibrium in an econo~y with private goods as considered in the r.~~xt

section.

7. Competitive Lquilibrium.

Let

E ;- {{X.},{p.}, y,{w.},{g.}}
i ~ i i

be an economy. H is a finite set of agents H-{1,2,...,n}, there are

n commodities. X. c]EiI` is the consumption set of agent i, P. : X. ~ X. is
1 1 1 1

his preference correspondence and wi E]Rn his resources. 0i is i's

share of total prefits. Y~ 0 is the production set. The income of agent

i is

Wi(P):- Pwi t 0i sup pY

The budget set of agent i is

Bi(P)-- {x I Px ` ~i(P)}.
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An equilibrium in ~ is an ( nt1)-tupie (( xi),p) such that:

(1) 7i : Pi(r.) n 13i(F) - ~

(2) py - sup pY

(3) y t E w. - E x.
i i

j.i. An eauilihrium in an econom;~ formulated as a Nash-equilibrium.

We can formulate an equilibrium in ~ as a Nash equilibrium in an abstract

economy E3 or E2 derived from E in a way, similar to the method followed

in section 3. (See e.g. Debren 1952, Sonnenschein Shafer 1975).

(1) by suitably formulating the behaviour of the producer and by adding

a market agent (similar to (1) in section 5).

Define the abstract econorqy E3 as follows:

;he actior: space becomeslE2n~m}1) X IRn~, with as a typical element
il

(x , Y~~.):

agent~ :i E H:

X. :- X. C ]R
1 1

Pi(X~~Y~P) :- Pi(xi)

t. :- ~(Yt{w})i

HBi(Y ~Y~P) -- {X E X. n yi I py ~~i(p)}

agent mfl;

I1?:m}~ :- ~

Pmt1(KH,Y~F) :- {z E Xmt1 I pL ~ py}
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Imt1 '- Y

Bmtl(X ~Y~p) :- Y

agerit mt2:

nx
X~2 :- ]R

Pmt2(xil~y~P) :- {p E Xmt1 ~ P(Exi-Y) ' U}

Y~3 -- {P E X3 ~ ~P~ ~ t}

Bm}3(xH~Y~P) -- Ymt3

Consumers are optimizing over their budget sets as requíred in (1) of

the definition of an equilibrium. The producer maximizes profits and the

(mt2)-nd agent, the market manager maximizes the value of the difference

between consumption and production.

It can be shown that under suitable assumptions, the equilibrium in E

corresponds tc a Nash-equilibrium in the abstract econom,y E3 (see Debreu

1952~Sonnenschein, Shafer 1975).

Note that we have in the Nash-equilibrium for i E H: H(p~~.) separates

i-í(x ,Y,P) and Bi(x ,Y~P) ~ H(P~PY) separates P~l(x ,Y,P) and Bi(xH,Y~P)

whereas Pm}2(z ,y,P) - ~.

(2) by formalizing the producer asa price maker (as in (2) of section 5)

in the abstract economy E2.

The action space is]R~ x]Rn~, with a typical element (x ,p).

sl;ents i E H:

X. :- X.i i

Pi(z ~P) -- Pi(xí)



Y. :- 2(Y t {w})i

Ai(XH,P) :- {x E Xi ~ Yi ~ Px ~ Wi(P)}

ager.t mf 1 :

X : - gtn~
mt1

Fmtt{X11'p) ~- {q E Xmt1 I q C xi ~ p E xi}

Ymt1 ~- (Y t {w})~

Bmt1(x~,p) :- (Y t {w})t

Again under suitable assumptions a Nash-equilibrium in the abstract

econo~}r E~ corresponds to an equilibrium in ~.

;.2. An equilibrium characterized by an optimum price.

If the preferences in the ecor.omy ~ are given by a complete preordering,

as considered in section 4.3, then we can characterize the equilibrium by

an equili.brium price with which the equilibrium allocation can be associ-

ated. The equilibrium price can be formulated as an optimum in the sense

of definition 2.1.

Assume that X. and R. : X. -; X. fL11fi11 the assumptions of section 7.1.
~. i i i

Assume also thatConv v Xi ~ 0. Let Z:- Y}{w} be starred, closed and con-
i

vex.

Note first that an equilibrium in ~ is an (nt1)-tuple ((xi~p), such that:

l-)

~ Pi(xi) ri Z- S~, E xi E Z

Vi : Fi(xi) ~~ Ri(p,mi(p)) - S~, xi E B1(P1Ni(F~))

for Bi(pi -{x E Xi ~ Px ~~i(p)}.



Choose 'Ji such that Vi - Yi(x.) for some xi E Xi and such that Vi n Z- Q1.

Let P~ : V~ -~ V~ be as defined in section 4.3.
- i i

We define an aggregate preference in terms of prices: P~ : V~ -~ V~ for

v~ - ~ V~.i
Given p E V~, ~p- (p)i is i's income, hence --~ is i's "personal'~ price,

~pi~P)

i.e. such that he may spend 1. P~(~lP p) are the prices worse for i

than ~ p. P~ is the dual suru of the individua.l prefc~rences:
~~

Pz(P) - L i P~(~1p)

Fer P~ we have:

P~(p) is convex, aureoled~

(2) Px has an open graph~

(3) P~ P~(p) ar,d p E Cl P~(P).

The last property can be seen as foll.ows:
for all i, ~-~~ p is on the lower boundary of P~(~1P p); if we choose

a. - cp .(p), them for all i
i i

p E Bnd Ni Pz ( c~iP

if a. ~ ~p.(p), for some i, theni i
a.

Then --~~ p E Bnd a. P~WjtPJ J J
This proves (3) above.

for some j: ~. ~ W.(p).
J J

1 a t 1 )

(N~P-~
P), but since ~i~ ~ 1, P~ ~jP)!,-JÍT,J I, .

Let p be an optimum w.r.t. Pz in Z~:

p E'L,~ and F~(p) n Z~ -~.

'1'hrxi ~'i(~):;eparrLtc~e. Px(p) and 'G~ r~nd r i:: a"chc.racteristic action" at p



,.. R~ Frrm nrn.~o,-t v~t . d.

Rint P~(p) ~~ Z- f~ and x E'L.

From nroDorty b.~(8):

P~(F) - E P~(~1P P)

Hence there exist x. E Bnd P~ ~ï 1(~.(p) p), such that E xi - r..
i

We have ~~p) n xi - 1, and xi E P~( ~ p) implies ~ p x! ~ 1.1 ~iP wi(p) i
Hence p xi - ~pi(p) and xi is best in the budgetset.
So ((xi),p) is an equilibriiim.

8. Dynamic technolegical economies.

One way to introduce time into the models presented above is to add a num-
ber of dimensions to the spaces X and Y and to lábel these dimensions ~y
a sequence of time period. The result is, in fact, a reinterpretation
of the modeis above. It does not help the decision makers much, because
thef must have (perfect) knowledge of all actions and prices in flzture,
while it is difficult enough to require knowledge of present actions an3
prices.

Economists have therefore tried to give some structure to future actions,
bu;, have focusse~l their attention mainly to the production side of the
econoa~y, considering consumption as a necessary input to production.
In this sectíon, a generalization of the Neumann-Gale model of production
will èe given.
In next section, a structure in time en consumption wil be developed, and
tY:e theory gresented aoove will be applied.
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8.1. f1 dynamic technological economy.

Definition 8.1.
1)

i,et the econorrly ~:- {T,(Kt)'(Pt)'(Ytt"x~} be defined by:

(1) a finite set T:- {0,1,2,...,T} indicating time ~eriods;
(2) a class (Kt)tET of ncnnegative orthants, Kt :-7R}t, indicating pos-

sible actions at t;

(3) a class (Pt)tET of preference preorderings on Kt, where PT is moi,o-

tonous and convex, and Pt, t- 0,1,...,T-1, is defined by

Pt(x) :- Int [ {x} t Kt) ;

(4) a class (Yt,T)t,TET oi superlinear and mon~tonous correspondences

(5)

from KT into Kt, T ~ t, such that Yt,t-s ~ Yt-s,r - Yt,r' icr

t~ t-s ~ r indicating the producer's "law ~f motion", i.e. the set

of actions feasible at t, given ar, input at 2;

the initiai resources x~ at t- 0.

This econom5- E is said to be a dynamic technolo.ical economy.

The states (,xt) of the economy over ~ime give a description of the motion
T

of the economic system. A set of states (xt)tET -: x in is called a

trajectory of F , if:

(1) xt E Kt, for t E T;

(2) xt E Yt T(x~.), for t,t E T and t
f

(3) x~ - xt, for t- 0.

1 T ;

Definition 8.2.

The set of trajectories in ~ is denoted by X.

A trajectorie xT E xis said to be PT-optimal if:

~e) hiany results can also be obtained for more general ecenomies (see
Makarov and Rubinov, 1977). The proofs of the properties in this
section can be found in the book of Makarov and Rubinov, ~ome cor,-
cepts however, viz. optimality and duality, are adapted here to the
problem under consideration.



il ,. E K ~l Y- (x~).-'T '1' 1' , G v
~) P,~,(x,el n yl,~~(x~) - ~ó.

Each of tne following conditions in ~ is necessary and sufficient con-
dition for a trajectory xT to be PToptimal:

a) xT, is an upper-boundary element of Norm YT ~(x~);~
b) x~ is a lower-boundary element of Mon YT10(~I')'' n
c) there exists a nun-zero price PT E~:- (gZtT)~ such that pTxT -

m.ax {pTx I x E yT ~(x~)} ~ 0;
~

d) there exists a nonzero price p~ E KÓ such that p~x~ -
inf {p~x I x E YT~~(xT)} ~ 0.~

,,
fig. R.a.: ~ptiMal trajectory, for Kt z R t

Althou~n the criterion of optimality in definition 8.2 has been placed at

the fina.l s}age T, it implies efficiency at all preceding time periods.
This is exF,xess~d by the following property, calle3 the first principle

~f optima.lit~ :
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~~
íf z i~ fi PT-optimal trajectory of ~, than for any t E T the trajectary

xt i:. ~t, with 7:- {G,i,...,t}, is a Pt-optimal. traject.cry of ~~.

So, any t-section of a PT-optimal trajectory is Pt-optimal in rc~ctricted

economy Et of ~. This principie may also be called the efficiency or

value conserving property of an optimal trajectory, Lecause at each stage
between 0 and T, no action is decided upon that is inefficiënt or "looses"

a positive amount of resources available at each stage.

fig. 8.b.

An abstract econoa~y E~ :- {X,P,Y,xG} can be defined that corresponds Fith

~ :

X.- K~ x K2 x... x KT,

P:- P~ x P2 x... x PT,

Y" :- {xG} x Yk~G(xG) x... x YT~G(xG).

Since X n Y is compact, convex and nonempty; P has an open graph,
x~ Conv P(x), and x E C1 P(x), for all x, it follows from proposition
2.2 that there exists an optimum in E~, i.e.:

x E X ~~ Y and P( x) ~~ Y- ~



This implies trat there E:xists a PToptimal trajectory xT in ~, .
It is easily verlïied thai Lhis trajc~toi-y is aiso ., :':~..~,::-eq;l~l~}`-'.','-m

in ~, ir.terpretir.g the agents in the abstract econou~y EH by time periods
(see definition 3.1): - ET.
1'he concepts of Nash-equili-brium, Pareto-optimality a,nd the principle of
optimality mentioned above, coincide in the economy ~.
A dual model ~~f the economy ~,

~ ~ -- {T,(kt),(-'t)~(Y~T)~PT}

is define3 by:

(a) the set T of time periods in E~;
n

(b) for each t, Kt :- (lRtt)0, indicating possible prices;

(c) for each i; ~ T, Pt(P) :- Int [{p} t Kt] , ar.d PT(p) :- P~,(p), as

defined in section 4.3;

(d) Y~ T:- Y~ T, as defined in section 4.2, with ~- 0;, e
(e) PT E [ YT,O(x~)] ~.

Since all the conditions in the definition of the dynamical technological
ecunomy ~ are met, the model t.x is called a dual technological economy.

In this "economy" a set of states ( pt) describes the motion of the system
over time. .~ 'rajectory pT has to be feasible, as defined above. A trajec-
tory pl is also PT-optimal, if it meets the conditions of definition 8.1.

Since the ~~raph of Yt T is a cone, for each t,r E 1 and p1 E Y~ 0(p0)'
p` E r~ (p ),,,,, p~E ~~z (p ) , it follows from the duality opera-2, 1 1 T `T,T-1 T-1
tion ~ t:nat:

p`~xG ? p1x1 - ... ~ pT-1xT-~ ? pTxT,

m
for ally trajectory x' E X.



Further, if '.rajectory pT is PToptimal, i.e. pT E YT~C(p~) and

YT 0(p0) n PT(pT) - ~~ and if trajectory xT is PT-optimal, then:
~

p'P~4I' - PT-1 xT-1 - . . . - P~xG .

Finally, from monotor.icit,y of P, and xG ~ 0, follows:

( 3 ) p,rxT ~ o .

The P~-optimal trajectory pT is called a characteristic trajectory of' a

PToptimal trajectory xT.

Since the existence of a characteristic trajertory is guaranteed, eon-

dition (2) above expresses the second principle of optimality: (value

equalizing over time): for any optimal trajectory xT in G, there exists

a characteristic trajectory pT in ~z such that each action xt has a

constant value.

This is also expressed in the duality relation:

max PT ( YT~~(x~)) - inf [ YT~~(PT)~ x0

It may be rioticed that any PToptimal trajectory pT consists of a set of

Nash-equilibrium prices.

3.2. A Neuman-Gale economy.

Let a dynamic technological econorr{y ~ be such that:

(1) Kt - K-IRt, for all t E T;

(2) Ytt1,t - Y, for t- ~,1,...,T-1.

This economy is called a Neuman-Gale economy. The problem to be analysed

is the rate of growth of this economy, irrespective of the initial or

Lerminal action x~, resp. xT.
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We therefore restrict out attention to an arbitrary process (x,y) E Gr(Y),
relatiz~r input r and output y between two consecutive L1mC pcrious.

An equilibrium state in ~ consists of a positive number a, a process
(x,y) E Gr(Y) and a price p E K~ such that:

b) aPx ' pY, for all (x,~) E Gr(Y);

c) py ~ 0.

The scalar a is ca.lled a rate of growth for ~. It is not necessarily
the maxiaium rate of growth. This is called the technological or Neumanr~
rate of grosrth, and defined by:

a(Y) :- max {a ~ 3(x~Y) E Gr(Y), il (x~Y)II ~ ~: ax ~ y}.

A process, resp. an equilibrium state, that has a Neumann rate of growth,
is called Neumann; and a trajectory consisting of such processes is
called a turnpike, or a Neumar,n-ray. It has been shown that Pt-optimal

trajectories ~an only temporarily deviate from a neighborhood of a
turnpike, if they do so anyway.~)

An abst.ract economy E~ :- (X,P,B) is defined by

:C :- K x K

P(x,y) :- {(x,y) I~ a: ax - y and ax ~ Y};
B:- Gr(Y) n{(x~Y) ~ II(x,Y)II ~ 1}.

Since the conditions for the existence of an optimum are satisfied, there

exists an (x,Y) E X ~i B: P(x,Y) ~' B- ~.
This optimum satisfizs condition (a) of an equilibrium state, and implies

a Neumann rate of growth.

i) A recent sununary of developments in turr.pike theory can be found in
McKenzie (197b1.



1 ~
Further, condition (b1 is equivalent to saying that a p E Y(p),

and indicates the "raLe of growt.h" of t;he dual model. If x~ 0, condition

(c) is also met and thus existence of an equilibrium state ha~ been sh~wn.

The economic rate of growth of E is defined by:

g :- min max ~P~ o y E Y(x) px

At a Neumann equilibrium state, S- a. The actions are valued at the

same prices, p. If this proces (x,y) are two consecutive states in an

optimal trajectory, and prices belong to the characteristic trajectory,

then

px - 9Y - (a p)(ax)

Example: The von Neumann model is an economy G in which the thechnolog,Y

is defined by the following production correspondence Y:7Ri -~~?}:

Y(x) :- {y I;I c E7Rm : y- Bz and x- Az}.
t

Its dual model is Y~ : ]R}~ -~ 7R}~ defir~ed by:

Y~(P) :- {q ~ PA ~ qB}.

8.3. A convex technological economy.

An economy ~:- {T,(Kt)'(Pt)'(YtT)'x0} is called a convex technological:

economy if it meets all conditions of a technoiogical econumy defined

in 8.1, except for Yt T being convex star correspondences rather tiian
,

superlinear maps.

The concepts in E, defined in 8.1, remain unchanged.

The definition of a dual economy E~, however, needs some adstruction,

because the consistency condition (4) in defir.ition 8.1 requires that

consecutive prices are interdependent and therefore also the scalars i.n

the duality operation.



A dual model of the ecoiioiqy ~ is defined by:

E x :- tT,(Kt),(Pt)~(YtT)~pT}

Since YtT is a convex star correspondence, YtT is defir,ed by

Y~ : ff'rl~ X Pi -~ IRm The consistency condition of' the composition opera-
1.,T

tion requires that the scs.lar's values satisfy: nt t-s } ~t-s T- nt s'~ ~ ~
for t~ t-s ~ i~ 0.

t T
Let nt s:- L ni, and E ni - 1.

' i-s i-0

Then dx , dx E Y ( x ): p x t ~r ~ p x , with 0 ~ T ~ t ~ T.
T t tT T T T t,T - t t - -

In this "economy" ~~, the motion of the system over time is described
by a set of states (pt,nt). Such a sequence (pT,nT) is called a trajec-

tory in Ez, iï: pt E Yt~ T(pT'~t ~~ and nT 0 - 1, nT - 0.
, ~ ~

The sequence aT is decreasing and nT - 0. Each ~rt may be interpreted as
the rp ofit over period t.
Equivaiently, one can use scaiars yt '- ~t } yttl to indicate the rela-
tion of pT over time.~) If pT is a trajectory, then:

(1) pOxO t y0 ? P~x~ t y~ ~... ? pT-1xT-1 t yT-1 ' pTxT'

T
Since E ns - 1, it follows that y0 -~'yT-1 -~T-1'yT - nT - 0 and

s-0 ~
t-1

Vt - 1- E ns, Further, if pT is PT-optimal, and xT is PT-optimal then:
s-0

(2)

Ir also

pOxO t 1- p~x~ t y~ -... - pT-1xT-1 t yT-1 - pT~4I'

(3) pTxT ~ p,

1) Tris approach is followed by blakarov and Rubinov.
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then (pT,,rT) is called a characteristic trajectory of a pT-optimal tra-

jectory xT. The abstract economy must now be extended for a set ef
"agents", because a decision at one time period t about the scalar ,rt
influences the actions at other time periods.

Let ET '- (Xt'Pt'Yt'Bt) be defined by:

Xt :- KO X [ ~,1) ,

T
Pt(pt,,~t) :- n Int~[ {pt} t xtl X[{nt} t]R}]~,

t-U

Yt :- Xt,

T
Bt(pt,~t) :- tno (Yt-i,t(pt,nt) x [o,Ttl ) , ;~ith Ent - 1.

A Nash-equilibrium is a trajectory (pT,~) which is feasible an3 eptimal

for each period with respect to the simple preference relation used here
(see definition 3.1).

If T is finite, this Nash-equilibrium can be shown to exist. Tre Nash-

prices (xt,1)tET of this equilibrium in ~~ generate liyperplanes H(xt,1)

such that Pt(pt,nt) ar.d Yt(pT,nT) are separated.

'rhe second principle of duality (value equalizing) is also expressed by

the duality relation:

max pT[YT~~(x~)) - inf [ Yt~~(pT,O)~ x~ t 1.

The interesting feature of a characteristic trajectory in a dual con-:ex

technological economy is, of course, the explicit distribution of pro-
fits over time, ,rT. This distribution has been made explicit by the

assumptiori of marginal pricing, which can be implied institutionally
by a regime of, e.g., perfect competition.
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~. Dynamic consumption economies.

The technological medels introduced in the previous section have a well
developed productiori structure, but only a quite rudimentary consumption
structure. ror consumption is only admitted in ttre last period if the
composition of the bundle x~ is based on consumer's preferences.
A11 intermediate stages are producer's business.
The general models of the other sections permit ir.terpretations confor-
ming which at the initial stage consumer decisions are made for all
future periods. This solution to the problem is not more attractive,
bccause it implies strong assumptions about foresight and instítutions.

Anc.ther approach is to consider the consumption sector as one of the
production sactors, producing "utility" from an input bundle. A trajec-
tory is called optimal if it cannot be overtaken by another trajectory
with a liigher sum of utility over time. This problem can be formalized .
into a convex technological economy (see e.g. Makarov 3.nd P,ubinov, 1977).
In this paper, however, consumption wi]1 be treated differently.

First, a consumption pattcrn ovcr time will be introduced that is based
on an aspiration process over time, based on actual consumption at present
(an3 in de past). This structure is siucpler than a complete preference
preordering over all trajectories, as is usually assumed to solve the
problem of íntertemporal allocation. Tt also allows f'or a distinction
between immediate consumptíori and futiu.e consumption, the latter genera-
ting a"preference" relation for demand of resources.

Let Y.T .- Kd x K1 x,,, x KT be the action or consumption space acid
cT E i{T a cor.sumptior. trajectory.

The usual criterion for optimality of cT is given by the discounted sum
of utilit~ ovor time. Let ut(ct) be the utility of ct at stage t, and
~-t the 3iscount factor, then:

F(cl) :- {cm I L~~-tut(ct) ~ E ~y-tut(ct)}.
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This definition implies a complete preordering on KT, and allows fox~
substitution of consumption between time períods (~ ee fig. 9.a).

~u~(c~)

u~(co)t ~, u~(~'~)

uo(`';~)

fi~;. ~.a.

Intertemporal utility comparison is also imp~ied by this criterion, as to-

tal uti.li.ty from cT is:

u(cT) :- E ~Y-t ut(ct).

Instcad ot' this critt~rion, we wiJi ac::um~-r thuY, t7~r cach timc p~riod t.hc-

consumer's welfar~~ depends on some ]evc~l ot' a:piruti~m ~~t hr~.r,c~l on ii~i~ial

or actval. consumption.

Definition 9.1.

Let KT and Kt be the consumption spaces, with r ~ t, and P2 a monotonous,

convex preference relation on KT. The function iVtT : KT -} Kt assigriing

to each consumption burrdle ci a bundlc ct, such that:

1)[C,r E Bnd PT(Ct)1~IPt(V~t.~(ct)) ~ Pt(~tT(Ct))] ,

2) Wt,t-S 0 V~t-S.,T - ~t,T,

3) ~t T is continuous and one-to-one,
~

is said to be an as~iration function.

The preference relation Ptt on Ki,, generateci t;~ a given prefer:~:,.c~~ rcLa-

tion P on K and the asniration functicn ~ is called an induce~í prefe-
T T ti -

rence relation and defined by:
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~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ n r,~-~ ~„ ))}Pt ~cti :- iwtT„T' i `T 'i~ ~ti "t

Íhe preference relation at t indiced by P~ will be denoted without second
suffix: Pt~ -: Pt, and V~tO -' ~t'

If the consumption spaces have equal dimension, then the preference rela-
tions at a certain stage can be derived from:

Pt(c) :- ~t(P~(c)),

which ie equal to T~(~t(c)) if Kt - Kp.

fid. '~.t.. Induced preierence relations over time.

The intertemporal preference relation P is based on the idea of increasing
or maintaining an aspiration consumption level over time. This implies
that total utility deri-red from a consumption trajector,y is determined
by the lowest utility at any stage in the trajectory. Attention is thus
focuss.~d on bottlenecks in the trajectory (maximizing minimal stages).
This can be achieved as folicws. Let (x~,c~) be a consumption trajectory
in K~ x K~. The preferer.ce relation on K~ X K~ is defined by:



P(cD,c~) :- ( PD(cD) x P~(J~~(cD))) U(pD(V~~~ (c~)) x P~(c~)]..

,

fig. 9.c. The preferer.ce relation on K~xK~ - R}x~tt.

In general, the preference relation is given by:

Definitior. 9.2.

Let cT E KT be a consumption trajectory. Then the intertemporal preferen-

ce relation is defined by:

P(cT) :- [PD(cD) x P~(~~cD) x...] u(PD(V~~lc~)xP~(c~)x...) u..

... u[ P~(~T~cT) x P~ (~T~ ~c,j,) X...]

T T
- u II P(~ (c. )), with a~ .- ~y~~, , if t ~ i.

i-0 t-0
t t-i i t-i i-~

This preference relation on KT can be reduced to a correstwndence

PD : KT -r KD, because of the special structure cf prefer~r,ces g~~neratcd

by the aspiration flinction.

Definition 9.3. The intertemporal preference corresponderrce PD : K1 -~ KD

is defined by:
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PU(cT) :- PU(c~) U PU( ~~(c~)) U... U PU(T~(cT)).

T
- U PU(~Yi~(ci)), with ~U - 1.

i-0

If, for example, the aspiration function y~t ,r is a scalar such that

yt,U -' ~t' ~d a utility f.urction u can be~defined on each Kt, then
the opt~mality criterion for cT in KT is given by the minimal utility
of any time period, discounted by yt:

P(cT) :- {cT I min {~,-tu(c ) } ~ min {~,-t u(c )}}
tET t tET t

Contrary tc the usual criterion of diecounted summation of util.ities
over time, this criterion gives only a partial preorderinq on KT, and
requires intertemporal complementarity rather than substitution between
time periods.

We are now able to define a dynamic s~rperlinear consumption economy.

~ :- {T~(Kt)~P~(Ytt)~:~U}~

by:
a fir,it~ set T of timc periods and a set (Kt) of' nonnegative orthant.s;
an irrtertemporal pr~f~rencc relation P, which is gr'nerated by a monoto-

nous and coiivex preferencc relation FU on KU and a set of aspiration
functions ~~t T; a set of monotonc~us, ;~oint-convex and superlinear pro-~
3uction correspondenced (Yt~.r) and a vector of initial resources yU.

Both (~yt~r) and (Yt T) have to satisfy the compatibility condition with~
respect tc the operatior, of composition.
The feasibility condition on a consumption trajectory cT in is rF~th!tr
complicated, as it depends on the technolopr ar.d the resources invcs-
ted fcr future consumption.

A trajectory (cT,xT) ir. ~:s feasible if:

(1) Vt E T:,Yt :- ( ~ttxt) E Yt~t-~(xt-~)i
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(2J c~ t xG - yS, and c~, - yT.

This implies that a consumption trajectory cT is feasible if and only if:

cT E YT-~~T-G(... Y2~~(Y~~~(Y~-cD)-c~) ... - cT-~).

Therefore, with each y~ E K~ a set of feasible consumptior. trajectories

can be associated. ihis set will be denoted by ~(y~).

Definition 9.~.
A consumption trajectory cl in ~ is said to be optimal if:

1) cT E KT ~~ l.(Y~), and

2) P(cT) ri ~(YD) - ~.

We now can define an abstract economy:

E~ :- {KT, P, ~(Y~)},

T
which represents the econorr~y ~ through the concepts K, P and (y~) de-

fíned above. Since the conditions of proposition 2.2 are satisfied,

there exists an optimum cT.

Next, it will be shown that the special preference and production

structure of the economy ~ permits us to reduce the time dimensior. of the

problem to one and to formulate the decision problem in the initial stage.

If cT E l.(y~), then it is known which bundle should be invested at t-0

to provide the future consumption: x~ - y~ - c~. If, however, no decision

is yet made about actual consumption, but future consumption is given ty

the future consumption trajectory c~ :- (c~,c2,...,cT), then the ir.vest-

ment x~ at t- 0 to provide for this future consumption must be an element

of the set

I(cT~) :- {x0 E Kp I xp - Y~-c~ and cT E l.(y0)}.

.
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-, -i -i-{xU E KU ~ xUE Y.~U(ci t Y2~~(c2 t... t YT~l,-ilC,r)Il't.

Since this correspondence I: KTU ; KS associates with a future consump-
tion trajectory cT~ the set if resources x~ at least necessary to provide
for this future trajPCtory, given th.e production technology, I is said to
be the investment correspondence at t-0. This correspondence is point-con-
vex, point aureoled and monotone in K~, since Yt T is a superlinear, point-,
starred and normal map, for each t,T E T(see fig. 9.d).

Using the preference correspondence from definition 9.3, the optimality
criterion of definition 9.4 can b~ placed in Kp. H'or, a consumptic~n tra-
jectory cT is uptimal if and only if:

1) c~ E K~ n BU(cT) :- {c E KU I c E{YU} - I(cTG)},

2) Pd(cT) n BU(c') - ~.

But also cT can be reduced to K~, as a result from the special preference
structure.

fig. ~.d. fig. 9 e.
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'l'hus, given sc~m~~ 1'uturr~ consumntion traje.~t,ory cl~~, ~rnii ~hr init,i~til r~~-

sources, the choi~:e of consumpt:ion at t,he initíal stage, c~ , mu; ~, t~~~

made from tlie choice-set

B(cT~) :- {y~} - I(cT~)

The dependence of future consumption, however, on initial or actuaï con-

sumption is expressed in definition ~l.l. Since P~ is monotoncus, C1 F- ii,

we define:

T T
RT~(c~) :- {cr~~ Il Rt(cp)} -{cT~ ~ II yt~~(R~(c~))},

t-1 t-1
and

BC(c~) :- ~ {yQ} - I(RTC(cC) ){ ~ K~.

'Phus we have derived i'rom ~m an o.b:;tract economy is0 iu the iuitia.l staEr,e:

EC :- {K~,P~,Y~,B~},

wíth Yp :- {x E KO I x ~ yC}, the planning set of EC, and Bp as defined

above: the constraint correspondence from KD n Y~ into itself, containing

all information about future consumption aspirations anà future production

technology of model E .

Again, si:~ce the conditions of proposition 2.2 and definition 2.~a are

satisfied, there exists an optimum c~, i.e.

cC E Kp ~ B~(c~), and

PG(cC) n BC(cC) - ~

F'rom the construction of E~ and E~ follows:

Proposition 9.5. Let cT be an optimum in E1, then it is an optime.l

consumption trajectory in ~, and cC is an optimum in EC.

Converse].y, let c~ be an optímum in E~, then there exists a consumption

traj?ciory that is optimal in ~(and in E1).



Example. I,et a consumption tra,jectory cT b~~ P-optimal and such that it is
a ray from the origin, i.e.:

ct :- ~t(c~) - V~tc~.

Then the investment correspondence I, for Yt ~- Yt is equal to:~

I;cT~) - Y-~(~c~ t Y-~(~2c~f ... t y-~(~Tc~)))

- W Y-1(c~ f V~ Y-~(c~

T
~ E (~V Y-~)t(c~)~

t-1

... t V~ Y-~(c~)))

The inclusion follows from Y being superadditive. It reduces to equality
if Y is a linear transformation, meeting invertability and convergence
conditions. (See also fig. 9.:'.). The example shows how specific a
proportional growth is, compared to solution based on RT~(c~) above.

Dual economies E ~, E~ and E~ can be derived which may have feasible and
optimal trajectories pT, or (pT,nT), depending om the structure of P(cTl
and ~(yG). This has yet to be analysed.

Firall~~ if the T, preference relation P(c ) is defined as a cartesian pro-
T

duct R Pt, then no intertemporal comparison can be made and the resulting
optimum~can be interpreted as an (intertemporal) Pareto optimum.

~1 ~
i11~

1 ~~~

~ ``~~ nr~(~I~Y-, ) t(c~a)

`` `~-~-.
~-̀~` - - -E--I(RT~(c~))

fig. 9. ~.
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The dynamics of concave input~autput processes.

Jose J-M. Et~ers.

~aente University of Technology, Netherlands.

Representing production by a set S~R~ x R~ of feasible input~

output combinations and associating with P.ach pair (x,y ) ~S a

utility value u(x; y) , wp call t- : S~ Rl an i.nput~cxztput prcxïes:~

if a"free disposal" assutrq~tion is satisfied. If specific property

of the concept is, that, combining any number of I~a-processes

in any sensible way, the logical structure is preserved. Moreover,

a duality transformation is introducec7 possessing the same struc-

ture. Because of this structure a strong dynamic optimization

theory can be developed.

1 Concave input~output processes; logic and economic relevance.

In the eooncunic theory,a production process is considered as a process

or as a ccniplex of processes, transforming a bundle of cortmodities - called

inputs - into an other bundle of corRtiodities - called outputs -. It is sup-

posed that there is only a finite numbPx of different types of conmiodities;

m with respect to inputs and n with respect to outputs. Thus inputs may be

represented by an x e~ (~`) and outputs by a vector y e R}. With these

coriventions, the production process is characterized by its set of feasible

input~output combinations: S c RtxR~; i.e. in a pair (x,y) F S, vector

x is taken as the input-vector and y is taken as the output-vector. With

respect to such a set S c R}xR} - in this context called a production set-

we shall impose some conditions, esnphasizing the nature of production.

Pags.(~`) List of simbols is added at the final

0



Followinq the cla.ssic theory we adopt the "free disposal possibility", i.e.

with respect to evexy feasible input~output canbination (x,y) e S, it is

supposed that every (x,y) e R}XRt with x' x, y s y, is a feasible in-

put~output c~nbination, as well. Further, we asslmre that the prodwction

set is convex.

tn a similar manner consumptive activities of an individual (or any
group of individuals), is considered as a process of transforming ce~iodi-
ties (like food, housing, etc.) into an other bundle (for instance con-
taining labor); the set of feasible input~output combinations C c R~xRnf f
is called the consumption set. In contrast with production, we assume here
that there is a preference orden.ing of C, expressed by an utility function
u: C-~ R1; i.e. a pair (x,y) e C is prefered over (x,y) e C, if and

only if u(x;y) ~ u(~c;y). Thus a consumer is represented simply by a func-

tion u: C-~ R1. In this case the free disposal asswnption incluàes that
for any (x,y) e C, x c R~n, y e Rn, a ccenbination x e R~, y E R} with

x x x, y~ y is a feasible ccmbination, as well, while in addition

u(x;y) ' u(x;y). Further, we assume that u: C-~ R1 is a concave function.

Obvious a production process might be represented by a function

~: F c R}xR} ~ R1, as well by defining ~ identical to zero. For that

reason we shall introduce the general conoept of concave input~out-

put process, which will cover both the production aspects and the consump-

tive aspects in economic modelling.

1.1. The concept of concave 'nput~output process.

Fonnally, we define an input~output process (ahbriviated I~O-process)

as a function u: 5 ~ F~XR11 -. R1 satisfying:
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(1) S c RmXR},

(2) (x,y) E S, x E 1~, y e Rn i~lies that, for every x E R},

with z' x, y~ y: (x,y) F S, u(x;y) ~ u(x:y).

yER}

The function is callefl a coricave I~Ci-process if the conditions (1) and

(2) are satisfied arid, in addition, the function is concave.

We concieve u: S c R~xRn -~ Rl as a bi-function; that is a function

where the argimient is partioned into two parts, in this case x e P.m,y e Rn

together cc~qx~sing the arg~mient (x,y} (cf. Rxkafellar [~t]) . The domain

with respect to arg~lt 1- denoted D1(S) - is the set

{x e R~ ~?y e Rn: (x,y) E S}. In a sycr[netric manner we have the dcmain

in arg~nt 2, denote3 D2(S). For any fixed x E D1(S), we have a"par-

tial" function u(x;-) on the set {y E Rn ~(x,y) E S}; in that we shall

write u(x;.): S-~ R1. Changing the argtunents, one has the partial f~c-

tions u(. ; y) : S-r Rl , y being fixed in D2 (S) .

We shall irrlicate a bi.-function of t.his type by the notation

1(u: S-~ R, mxn); in case the bi-function is improper by

(u: S -r [-~.~], mxn) , etc.

Before illustrating the generality of the concept in economic model-

ling, we present an useful property concerning translation,

being straightforward consequence of the definiticn.

1.2. Translating I~O-processes.

Let (u: S-~ R1, mXn) be an I~O-process, let (a,b) E R}xR}, and let
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( Fi :.C., ~ D1, mxn 1 1-,a a hi. -ftmction Slli.h tÍ7at ÍlypO ( S iu) - hyp0 ( S i~l ) ~

f {a}x[O,blx{0}. Then:

(1) (u: S i R1, mXn) is an I~o-process.

(2) V(x,y) E S: (xta,ytb) e S, u(xta;yfb) - u(x;y)

(3) ti(x,Y) e S: (x-a,}(Y-b)) E S. u(~;Y) - U(X-a;}(~-b)).

1.3. I~O-processes and production prvicesses specified i~y a function.

In the classic theory,production is specified m~stly by a"production

function" F: R} -. R} giving the outputs as an increasing function of the

inputs; i.e. for every x,x E~, with x' A, one has F(z) ? F(5C). Then

defining

(11
S:- {(x,y) e R~~R} I y~ F(x)},

l y: S-~ R1, u(x;y) :- 0 for all (x,y) c S,

we obtain an I~O-process. Next, concavity of F implies Yhat

(u: S} Rl, mxnj is a concave I~~process, irideed.

The other way arounci, one may specify production by putting the inputs

as a increasing function G: R} -~ R} of the outputs.

Now, defining (u: S-} R1, mxn) by

S:- {(x,Y) e R}'xR} ~ G(y) `- x},
(2)

u(x;y) .- 0.

We arrive at an I~O-process, again. If G is convex one has a concave

Z~O-process.



Finally, we have the standard representation of the linear activity

:3nalyses. Here the production pmc~ess is supposed to be oamposed bY a fi-

nite number (k) of sub-processes. One can operate these sub-processes at

any "intensity level"; the quantities of co~ndities ínvolved in the inputs

and in the outputs of each sub-process is propow-tional with respect to its

intensity level. Naw, representíng the set of intensity levels by Rk, the

j-th oomponent of an r e R} being the operation level of the process niun-

bered j, and representing the input and output rates by a nonnegative mxk-

matrix A of "input-coefficients" and a non-negative nxk-matrix B of "out-

put-coefficients", one has for any intensity r e R} the conesporrling

inputs and outputs by Ar arr3 Br resp. In this case (u: 6-~ R1, mxn)

with

(3)
S:- {(x,Y) e R}xRm ~ 3r e R}: x'- Ar, Y- Br},

~ u(x;Y) .- 0,

evidently is the concave I~o-process, representing the production set un-

der free disposal.

1.4. Co~osing concave I~o-processes.

As an illustration that the concept vf concave I~O-process is extrE

mely flexible with respect to camUining, we consider a systan where tlie

eonsw~tive activities are specified by a convex I~Crprocess

(u: C~ R1, mxn), and where the production process is given by a

oonvex set P c R~R~ with the free disposal facilities. Let us cc,nr

pose these processes according the scheme:



(1) (x~rYl) E C

(X2rYZ) E P

Formally, the ccmposed process is defined by a bi-function

(~: S -. ]-~,t~], mxn):

rS ~- {(xOrY ) E R~CRt ~ 3(x1rY1) E Cr (X2rY2) E P:

s.t. x2-yl g x~. y2-xl Z y.

If, for every (x~,y ) E S the value of the function is finite, it is

elementary to verify that the condi.tions 1.1.-(1), and -(2) are

satisfied. Ust~ally, under econoanic relevant assu~tions the finiteness of

tYie function values can be affirniated; for instance urr3PS certain bounded-

ness conditions. Thus, again we have a ooncave I~o-process.

In fact, one may ccs~ibine a finite number of concave I~o-processes

in any m3ruier, provided the signs of inputs and outputs are plaoed in the

physical oorrect way and prwided some reasonable conditions concerning

baudedness are sat.isfies, the result will be a concave I~o-process, again.

For that reason the concave I~o-prooess might be oonsidered as a strongly

unifying concept in micro-eoonanie modelling under the free disposal

assu~tíon. Nc~a we shall oonsider another oonQosition, which constítutes

in fact tlie central theme of this study.

x2~y1 a xo. Y2-yl ~ y~}
0 0 1 1 1 1 2~(x ;y ) .- suP u(x ;Y ), over (x .Y ) E C. (x ,yl) E P,
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1.5. 7tao stage oa~~ositions.

We wnsider special c.rompositions as suggested by the scYieme:

inputs
(1)

1

process

1

outputs

1
~

inputs
-~

2

process

2

outputs
-~j

2

the formal apparatus is constituted by assoc.iated with any pair of

bi-f.unctions (f: F-~ J-~,-~7, mxk) and (g: G-~ ~-~,~J, kXIl)

denoted ((f 4 g) : F~G -~ 7-W,~7, mxn) :

F~G: - i(x,z) e 12mxRn~3Y E K-: (x,Y) e F, (Y,z) E G}
(2)

(f~g)(x:z): - sup f(x;Y) t ~J(Y;z).

aver y E Rk , S.t.(X,Y) E F, (Y,Z) E G

a bi-function

provided F~G ~(b. This linking system may be extended in a inductive

manner, by adding a third bi-function (p: P-~ 7-m,~7, nxj) resulting into

the bi-function ((fTgTp) : F'~c~P -; 7-m, ~7. mxj ) defined by:

( (f?g) Tp) : ( ~G1~P -~ J~,~1. ~j ) in case ( F~(;)~P ~ SD.

In contrast with this "maxi-oriented" linking operator, one may introduce

a"min-oriented" linking operabor by associating with any pair

(p. P-~ C-W,~C, mxk), (q: Q-~ [-~,~[, kxn) a bi-function

((P~q): ~ ~ R1~ mxn)'

( P~: -{(u,W) E~XK j3V E tt :(UrV) E P, (V,W) F Q}

(3) {
` (P~g) (u,w) : - inf p (u; v) } g (~Jw) ,

over v E K-, s.t. (u,v) E P, (v,w) ~ Q,

provided P~Q ~ ~. Obviously:



'~'~"" ~~~ - (-;rt-a) (u,w), for all (u,w) e F~Q.iY) ~e~~ ,,.,:., - -

Concernir.g concave I~crprocesses one may veriiy that, the max-orienteri

linking operator processes the following properties.

1.6. Proposition, ( two stage carg~osition of 110-processes).
Let (f: E~ -. xi, nuck) and let ( g: G-. Rl, kxnj be two COI1C:aVe I~c)-pro-

cpsses, so L`iat F~G ~ (d.

(1) If (ffg)(F~G) ~ R1, then ((ffg): F~G -~ R1, mxn) is a concave I~O-pro-

cess.
(2) One has (fTg)(F~G) ~ R1 if, and only if, for sc~ne (x,z)- e rint(F~G):

(ffig) (x; z) e Rl.

(3) For any (x,z) e F~G, the set
yx~z :- {y e Rk~(x,y) e F, (y,z) e G, f(x;Y) f g(Y;z) ~(fTg)(x;z)}
is convex (possible e~ty).



2. Valuation, prices, arri the dual input~output. process.

Let us denote the input~output prices concerning an I~O-process

(u: S ~ R1, mxn) by p E R}, q E r} resp. Then the net value of an input~

ou~-put canbination (x,y) E S is u(x;y) - ~p,x~ t ~q,y~. Thus value

max;m;zation gives rise to the folla~aing max-oriented transformations.

2.1. Duals. With any bi-function (u: S-~ R1, mxn) we associate:

(1) The max-oriented) dual (~: pS } R1, mxn) by:

p~a(u;v) .- suP u(x:y) - ~u,x7 t ~v,Y~, over (x,Y) E S,

nS :- { (u.-v) e RmxR}Ip}i(u;v)~ f ~}. (provided ~S ~ ~1)

(2) The (partial) (max-oriented) dual in argumc.nt 1:

iu (u:Y) .- ~P u (x;y) - ~u,x', aver

1S :- {(u;Y) E R} xD2 (S) I lu (u;Y) ~ f

x E Rm, s.t.

W}

(~u : iS -~

(X,y) E S

(Provided ~S ~ ~1)-

R1, mxn),

(3) The (partial) (min-oriented) dual in argimient 2: (ZU: ZS -} R1, m n},

2u(x;v) :- sup 'J(x;Y) f w,Y~, ovex y E Rn, s.t. (x,Y) E S.
ZS :- {(x,v) E D1(S)xRt~2u(x;v)~ f~} :Provided 2S ~ R1).

In the context of I~O-processes the meaning of these ooncepts should be

clear: (1) represents ~Y~m~zatíon of the net value of the process,

given input prices u E R} and output prices v E R}; and a5 is the set

of input~output prices so that the net value of the process is bourided, etc.

Provided OS ~~, the diial of I~O-processes have a part.icular property

which is an imrediate consequence of the free disposal assumption:

2.2. Froposition (price monotoa2icity property).

Let (u: S-~ Rl, mxn) be an I~O-process. Suppose ~S ~ QJ, arrl let



(p,q) e ~S. Then for every p e~, p~ p, q e Rt, q ~ q, one has:

(1) (p,q) e 4S, ~u(P;q) ~ ~(p;qj-

(2) H y e D2(S): iu(P;Y) ~ lu(P~Y)-

(3) br x e Dl (S) : Zu (x;q) ~?u (x;q) -

Thus increasing the input prices and~or decreasing the output prices,

the Va1ix~ c~f the I~O-process will not increase.

2.3. Dual functions and Rockafellar's adjoint of a bi-ftutiction.

The formal relations between a concave I~O-process arxi its duals

be~ clear by recognizing that, as a mstter of fact, the dual is a

modified Fre.nchel-transformation, closely related to Rochafellars adjoint

of a bi-functi.on (cf. [~t]. 430). There - in a different notation - the

maxroriented adjoint of a bi-function (u: S i R1, mxn) is a bi-function

(nu: nS i R1, mxn) defined by:

nli(u;~) .- sup u(x:y) - ~u,x~ t ~v,Y',
n(1) c.~ver ( x,Y) e S, x e , y e R,

n .- {(u,v) E RmXRn~ nU(u;v)~ f ~}.

So, the only difference with respect to our dual function is, that w~e

restrict the drniain to ~R}, which is justified by the price inter-

pretation of the concept. Ekraever, especially for the I~O-process there

is a simple one-torone relation between Rockafellar's adjoint and our

dual. Namely: denoting with respect to any z e Rk vectors }(z),-(z) c R}

as the non-negative pair so that z-}(z) --(z), a straightforward

consequerices of 1.1 -(1) and -(2) are:



(2) Li (u,v) e nS, u E 17~, v e Rn: (u,}(v) ) e AS, nli (u;v) - ~U (u;{ (v) ).

(3) i~ (p,q) e AS. P E F~, q e Rn: (p.4) E nS, nu (P;q) - ~1- (P;~3) -

On the other hand, if for any (u: S-~ R1, mxn) with the property that

given (x,y) e S, x E Rm, y e Rn, for evety x~ x, y ~ y: (x,y) e S,

u(x;F(Y)) - u(x;Y) ? u(x;y), then:

(4) nS - ~S, ~ (u,v) E nS: nu(u;v) - ~u(u;v).

These relations i~ly that the theory on Rocícafellar's adjoint is fully

applicable on our dual functions, pravided we restrict ourselves to

I~o-processes .

As a first observation: the adjoint of any bi-fun~aion is convex

bi-function (provided the dcmain is not a~ty), further, concavity of

the bi-function implies that nS ~~. Since the similar holds for the

dual of an I~O-process, and since we have the monotonity property 2.2,

we may conclude that for every concave I~O-process (u: S i R1, mxn) the

negative dual (-DU: ~S i R1, u~n) is a concave I~O-process. This

justifies the introduction of the following concept.

2.4. The dual I~O-process.

We define a dual I~o-process as a bi-fur~tivn (v: W i R1, mxn)

satisfying the corriitions:

(1) W c ~xR{.

(2) (u,v) e W; u E Rm, v E Rn implies for evesy u E R}, u~ u, v E R},

v ~ v: (u,v) E W, v(u;v) ~ v(u;v).
(3) u:-W i R1 is a convex function.



Thi:s, the dual of an I~o-process is a dual I~Ci-process, inde~i.

Observe that a bi-function is a dual I~o-process only if its

negative is a concave I~O-process. Corresponding to this opposite

orientation, we introduce the follawing minimimi oriented duals:

2.5. Minroriented duals.

With respe.ct co any (v: W-~ R1, mxn) w~ associat8:

(1) The minroriented d~~al :(Ov : OW -~ Rl , mXn ),

Ov(x;y) .- inf v(u;v) t ~x,~i~ - ~y,v~,

OVeY' (u,V) E W, u E ~, V E Rn,

W.l :- {(x,y) E RmxR}~ Ov(x;Y)~ -~} (provided 4W ~ j~).

(2) The (partial) min-~oriented dual in arg. 1: (iv: ~W ~ R1, mxn)

iv(x;v) .- inf v(u;v) t ~x,u~,

OVeS u E~, S.t. (u,V) E W,

lÍ~ti :- i(XiV) E RmX Zi2(W) I 1V (XiV}1 -~~.

(3) The (part.ial) minroriented dual in arg. 2: (2v: 2W -; R1, mxn),

defined in the symmetric maruier.

The corresponding min-oriented adjoint (cf. Ctt), 530) - we use the

notetion (vv: vW -~ R1, mxn} - is, cmitting the non-negativity condition

in ~W, defined as the minroriented dual. For an I~O-process the relations

between the max-oriented dual and the min-oriented duals are the same as

those between Rockafellar's maxroriented adjoints arxi his min-oriented

adjoint. We will formulate ~ie of these relations with the help of a

particular continuity concept; namely: a function f: S ~ Rn -. R1 is

called lower-continuous if its hypograph (i.e.
1hypo(S;f) :- {(x,v) E SXR ! v ~ f(x)}) is closed; the function is



called lower-oontinuous at a point x E S if

{a E R1~ (x,a) e cl(hypo(S;f))} -]-~,f(x}1. In a similar manner

upper-continuity is defined with respect to the epigraph of the function;

that is the set epi(S;f) :- {(x,v) E SxRI~ v~ f(x)}. Note that a function

f: S ~ Rn i R1 is continue at cPxtain x E S, if and only if he is both

lawer- and upper-continuous at x. Naw, starting with scame properties

eon~eerning the dcmain uf the duals, we shall list sare well-Icr~cr~an

properties (cf. C~~7) of Rockafellar's adjoints in ternts of our duals.

2.6. Propo.sition. I,et (u: S i RI, m n) be a ooncave I~O-process. ihen:
1

(1) ~S ~ Jó ~(~ : ~S -~ R, mvcn) is an upper-continuous dual I~o-process .

(2) DI(~s)XD2(s) ~ ls ~c1(DI(es))xD2(s).

(3) ~3 y E r1Ilt(D 2(S) ): {ll E Rml (11,Y) é ~S} - P I(~S) .

(d) ii (u,V) E iiS, u E Rm, V E Rn:

OV(u;v) - sup iu{u;y) t ~v,y~, aver y E I52(S).

In the sycnnetric manner -(2), (3),and -(4) also hold with respect

to the dual in arg. 2. In fact, this c8n be said uf all staternents con-

cerning partial functions and partial duals.

2.7. Propositiun. Let (u: S; R1, mxn) be a concave I~o-prucess. Suppase

the function is lowps-continuous at (x,y) E S, s E Rm, y E Rn. Then:

(1) U(x;Y) - inf ~U(u;V) t ~x,u~ - ty,v~,
n

OVer (u,V) E S, u E~~ V E R.

(2) u(x;Y) - inf iu(u;y) f ~x,u~, aver u E DI(aS).

(3) r~ u E Dl (as) - iu (u;y) - inf ou (urv) -~y,v~,
over V E Rn, s.t. (u,v) E ~S.



Obviously a- consequence of 2.7 -(1) is that the min-oriented dual

of the maxroriented dual of a lower-continuous concave I~O-process, is

er;uivalent to that I~O-process. In fact, this property exclusively hvlds

for lower-eontinuous eoncave I~O-processes.

2.8. Propvsition. Let (u: S i R1, mXn) be a concave I~o-process. Then
for evet.y (x,y) E rint(S) there is an(u,v) E t~S so t-hat

~u(u;v) - u(x;Y) - ~u,z~ t w.Y~.

2.9. Propusition. Let (u: S-~ R1, mXn) be a lc~r continuaus concave

I~O-process. Then:

(1) ëT (u,'v) e rint(es) : 3(x,y) E s:

u(x;y) - ~u(u;v) t ~u,x~ - ~~,Y~.

(2) b~ y E rint(D 2(S)), u E rint(D1(~S)): 3 x E Rm, v E Rn:

11(XiY) E Sr (u,V) F ~Sr

nu(x;Y) - ~u,X~ - lu(u;'y) - 6u(iz;v) - ~p,v~.
(3) ~f x e rint (D1(S)), `v E rint(D2(DS)): 3 y e Rn, u E Rm:

(X,y) E S, (u,V) E GS,

u(x;y) f w.Y' - ~u(x;v) - ~u(u;`v) f ~u,x~.
L

The etfect of scaling on the dual I~O-processes is given by the

follawing property:

2.10. Propositican. Let (u: S-. R1, mxn) be a(lower ~ntinur~us) (concave)

I~O-orocess, with pS ~ p1. Let r E R~, and let (u: S-~ Rl,mXn) be defined by

u(x;y) - Yt;(x;y), S:- S. Then, with respect to the dual ~i: g8 ., R1

one has: gS - Y~S, ~(u;v) - Y~(Y lu;Y-lv).



3. Decrn~osition by duality methods.

We restrict qurselves to I~Cr-process~sbeing cxxRx~se-~d as d~~scrit,~xi

ui 1.5. Ekywever similar results can be deduced for other ccxnposi-tiuns.

3 1 The dual of two~-stage I~O~processes.

Let (f: F-~ Rl, mXn), ( g: G-~ Rl, kXn) be a pair of bi-functior,s, ,~3

let us consider ((ffg)c F~G -. 7-~,~], mxn) as defined in 1.5 by:

F~G :- {(x,z) e RmxRnl y e Rk: (x,y) e F, (y,z) e G}.

(1) ~ (ffg)(x;z) :- suP f(x;Y) t g(y;z),

over y e Rk, st. (x,y) e F, (y,z) e G

provided F~G ~~d. IVaw, consider the bi-function (~ : S-~ 1-~

(ma-k)X(ktn)), defined by:

S:- {(x.a.b.z) e 1~RkXR~Rn~ Y1.Y2 e Rk-f f
2 1 - a-b},(2) (x~Yl) E F, (yZ.z) e G, Y Y

m(x,a;b,z) :- sup f(x;YI)~J(Y2;z), over y1,Y2 e Rk,

st. (x,Yi) e F, (y2,z) e G, y2-yl - a-b.

Clearly, for every (x,z) e F~G, x e Rm, y E Rn, c e R}, one has:

(x,c,c,z) E S, ~(x,c;c,z) -(fTg)(x;z). In additi.on, if f and g are

(concave) I~o-processes, and if ~(S) ~ R1, one may verify that ~ is

a(ooncave) I~o--process. Hence, if f arxi g are ooncave I~O-prucesses,

then one has ~(S) c RI if and only if the dual of ~ is well~iefinf~ci,

i.e. if OS ~ 0. Defíning the dual of ~ directly in the constituting

I~O-processes:



Am(x~,a~`:b~,z~) :- sup (f(x;yl) t g(y2;z) - ~X~,x~ t ~b~`,Y1~ -

- ~a~,y2~ t ~z~`,z~ t ~b~,try,- - ~a`,a-y2~).
(3)

over (x,yl) E F, (y2,z) E G, a,b E R}, st. b-yl - a-y2,
~ ~ ~ ~ m k k n ~ ~ ~ ~AS :- {(x ,a ,b ,z ) E R xR xR xR ~A~(x ,a ;b ,z )~ t~},

it is easy to ver.ify that:

AS - {(X~~a~:b~,Z~) e RIn:rRkxRkxRn~

(x~,b~) E AF, (a~,z~) e AG, b~ ~ d~},
(4) - - -

~~(x~.a~:b~,z~) - Af(x~:b~) t Ag(a~;z~), with
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,~ k ~ n

(X ,a ,b ,'L ) E AS, X E~, a ,b E R, Z E R.

Further, the definition of the m3xroriented dual 2.1 -(1) with respect

to ~, and the definition of ~ itself, implies:

ré~ (X,Z) E F~C', C E R}, (U~rb~) E ~F, (a~,W) E ~G With b~ ~ a~:
(5) ~ - - - -

(f4g)(x;z) - ~u,x~ t ~w,z~ t ~b -a ,c~ ~ ~f(u;b~`) t pg(a~`;w).

In addition, by virtue of 2.8 -(1) one may oonclude that, in case there

is a~air (x,a) E F, (b,z) E G, with a~ b:

6T (x,z) E rínt(F~1G), c E R}: 3(u,b~) E ~F', (a~,w) E AG, b~ ~ a~:(~) - -
(ffg) (x;z) - ~u,x~ t ~w,z~ t ~b~`-a~`,c~ - ~f(u;b~`) t 4g(a~`;w).

C'.anb~niiig (5) and (6) it is obviotis that there has to be a pair

(u,i~) c AF, (á~`,w) c As with á~ - S~, satisfying the equality in (6).

i-Ierice, defining ((Afyog) : AF'~eG -. [--~,t~[, mxn) as indicated in 1.5 -(3)



by l((ef) ~(eg) :(~~F')~(eG) -. C--W,~C, mxn) , we may cunclu3e that (~fr4g)

may be eonsidexed as tiie maxroriented dual of (frg) . Mure precisely,

we have:

3.2.. Proposition. Let (f: F ~ RI, mxk) and (g: G-~ R1, kxn) be concaVe

I~O-processes. Then:

(1) Fur any (x,y,z),(x,y) E rint(F), (y,z) E r.int(G) une lias

(frg)(x;z) ~ R1 if and only if eF~eG ~~.

(2) ~3 (X,Z) E F~G, (u,W) E eF~eG:

(frg)(x;z) - ~u,x~ t ~w,z~ ~ (ef~eg)(u,w).
(3) íi (x,y,z)~(x,y) E rint(F),(y,z) E rint(G): 3(u,v,w) E RmxRkxRn

(u,V) E eF, (V,W) E eG,

(frg)(x;z) - ~u,x~ f ~w,z~ - af(u;v) f ~g(V;w).

3.3. S~mmetry of the duality relat.ions.

A remarkable aspect of these resu.lts is íhat the duality conce.pts

uf (frg) lead to a bi-function defined by:

eF~eG :- t(u,w) E RmxRnl 3 v E Rk: (u,v) E L1F, (v,w) E eG},

(1) (ef~Feg) (u;w) :- .inf ~f(u;V) t eg(v;w),

OVer V E Rk, St. (u,V) E eF, (V,W} E ~G,

with properties ccn~letely syn[t~tric with respect to our starting puirrt

3.1 -(1). I.e. starting fran 3.3 -(1) and follawing the same procE~clure,

but in the opposite orientation, one will arrive at the bi-furx;tion

((Def40~g) : 04F~o~G -~ ]-m,~l. ~n) .~o, if f and g are lowc:r

continuous concave I~o-processes, i~lying that tlie min-oriented dual

of the max-oriented dual is equfvalent to the original, this prucedute



ends up with the original problem 3.1 -(1), again. Clearly, changing
the urientation, all properties of 3.1 -(1) are fully applicable on the

dual form 3.3 -(1), provided the constituting bi-functions are lower
continuous concave I~O-processes. Thus the symmetric formulation of

3.2 runs as follcxas.

3.4. Proposistion. Let (f: F-. R1, mxk), and (g: G-. R1, kxn) be lower

continuous concave I~O-processes. Then

(1) For any (u,v,w), (u,v) e rint(Af'), (v,w) e rint(AG), one has

(Af~Ag)(u;w) ~ R1 if and only if F~G ,~ ~.
(2) FT (ll,W) E dF~~G, (X,Z) E F~:

(af~Ag) (u,w) t ~u,x~ - ~w,z~ ? (ftg) (x;z) .

(3) ~i (u,v,w) ~(u,v) e rint(AF'), (v,w) e rint(eG): ~(x,y,z) e Rn`xRkx.Rn:

(x,y) e F, (y,z) e G,

(AfiAg)(u,w) t ~u,x~ - ~w,z? - f(x;y) t g(y;z).

Other properties can be deduced with the help of 2.9 -(2), -(3) and

the properties given in 3.1 to 3.4. For instance:

3.5. Proposition. Let (f: F-~ R1, mxk) and (g: G-~ R1, kXn) be lower

continuous concave I~O-processes. Suppose there is a pair (x,a) c F,

(b,z) E G with a~ b, and pair (u,b~`)E oF, (a~`,w) e aG so that b~ ~ a~.

Then:

(1) b~ z e rint(D2(F~G)), u E rint(D~(~~G)):

~(x~Y) ~ F, (v,w) e,G: (Y,z) E G. (u.v) e 4F',

f(x;Y) f g(Y;z) - ~u,x~ - ~(ffg)(u;z) -

- Af(u;v) f Ag(v;w) - ~w,z~.



(2) ii x E rint(D1(F~G)), w E rint(D2(pF~pG)):

3(y,Z) E Gr (UrV) E.7F: (X,y) E F, (VrW) E pG,

f(z;y) t 9(Y;z) t ~w,z~ - 2(ffg)(x;w) -

- pf(u;v) t pg(v;w) t ~u;x~.

3.6. Decamposition principle.

In an i~liciE form the deea~osition principle is given by

property 3.2. Namely, writing the equality in 3.2 -(3):

(1)

f (suP 9(y:z) - ~v,y~

it appears that, given a triple (u,v,w) as mentioned in 3.2 -(3), any

optimal triple (x,y,z) in the lefthand-side max~problem,generates

optim3l. solutions (x,y) and (y,z) with respect to resp. the first and

the second max~problem in the righthand-side. If f and g are strictly

a~ncave, i~lying unicity of optimal solutions, then for any optimal

pair (x,y), (y,z) with respect to the righthard-side, one has the

equality y- y, arrl the fact that (x,y,z) oonstitutes an optimal

solution in the lefthand-side max~problan. Thus instead of solving

the twr., stage max-problem one may solve the separate probl~ns. In an

econcxnic wntc~xt. the triple (u,v,w) with these properties might be

conceíved as a price-system such that maxlmization of the net-value of

the separate processes induces a oanbination of inputs and outputs

that fits into centralized maximization of the total system.

(sup f(x;Y) f g(Y;z) - ~u,x~ f a.r,z~.

over x,y,z, st. (x,y) E F, (y,z) E G) -

-(sup f(x;y) - ~u,x~ f w,y~, over (x,y) E F) t
{. GW,Z1, OVer (Y,Z) E G),



- ~~~'? -

4. ITynamic input~output processes.

Now ~ae shall explore the concepts of I~O-process and two-stage
linking in order to study an econcmic system where the activities
take place during a sequence - finite or infinite - of periods, in

such a maru~er that inputs at the beginning of a period result into
outputs whieh bec;cme available at the end of that period. These outputs

are used for the activities at the succeeding period, and so on.
The pericxis are numbered t- O,l,...,h. Pericd 0.is considered as

the last passed period. Period h is the final period under consideration;
it is called the (time)-horizon. If the horizon is not specified, w~~
shall speak of an infinite (or open) horizon systcnn. The mcments of
period changing are called timepoints; to be indicated as "the start

of pericr3 t" or as "the end of period t".

Specifying the activities and the corresponding utilit.ies by a

sequence of I~O-processes, the assw~tions lead to the following
formal st.ructure.

4.1. llefinition of dynamic I~O-processes.

Let (ut: St -. R1, mtxnt), t- 1,...,h be a sequence of bi-function

(h being positive integer or pc~sitive infinite). We shall call this

sequence a dynamic ( lawer continuous) (cvncave) I~o- rocess, if:
(1) each Ut: St -. R1 is a(lower. eontinuous) (concave) I~O-process.

(2) mtfl - nt, t - 1,...,h-1.

(3) th~.re is an m such that mt ~ m, c- 1,...,h; clearly, this condition

is relevant in case h:- -~.
A sequence {(xt,yt)}i is called a feasible path if (xt,yt) E St,



t- 1,...,h, yt - xt-1, t- 2,...,h. Consequently, a dynamic I~O-process

is callc~d feasible if there is feasible pai:h; a vector X.is called a
t t h

feasible init.iai stat.e (or input) if there is a feasible path ((x ,Y i}1

with xl .- x. We start with discussing scsne properties concerning

tsanslation, duality and optimality aspects. Again it will appear that

the oc~ncept is very flexible, the more because each of the separate

I~O-processes might be ccxt~OSed of a ntBnber uf l~t~prvc:esses.

4.2. Translation dynamic I~O-processes.

Let (ut: St -~ RI, mtxnt) be a dynamic I~o-process. Let {rt}i}1 a

sequence of vectors, rt e R~, t- 1,...,h, rt~I e R~. Then defining

(ut: St-~ R1, mtxnt), t- 1,...,h, so that for each t:

hypo(9ts ut) - hypo(St; ut) f{-(rt)}x[O,t(rttl)~x{0} one has:

(1) (utc St -, R1, mtxnt), t- 1,...,h is a dynamic I~O-process.

(2) {(xt,yt)}i satisfies (xt,Yt) E St, t- 1,...,h,
xt-yt-1 - rt, r- 2,...,h, if arrl only if
{(xt .~ -(rt)~ yt } t(rttl)}i is a feasible path with respect to the

dynamic I~o-process in (1); in that case:

ut(xt;Yt) - ut(xt f-(rt); yt t t(rtfl)),
t- 1,...,h.

The consequence of tnis property is t.hat, studying the dynamics, we

may restrict ourselves to feasible paths in the sense uf 4.1, withcxzt

loss of generality.

4.3. Optimality aspects.

Generally, there is no natural manner to ocRq~air the utility values

of the separate periods. A usefull, but weak, optimality criterium is

given by the ooncept of Pareto-efficiency; in this cc~ntext we shall call



a feasible path {(xt,yt)}i, given xl ar,d yh, Pareto-efficient, if no

feasible path {(xt,yt}}1, xl .- X1, yh .- y exists so that
ut(xt~yt) ~ ut(xt;yt), t- 1.2,...,h, with at least for one period the

strict inequality.

Here we shall restríct ourselves to the "weighted stun" objective

function E~lytut(xt;yt), where (tentative) h~~ and where {yt}i are

positive scalars. Thus we arrive at, what vae shall call, the fixed erxi

~oint and the free err3 point dynami.E max-problems:

(1) ~r(x~;Yh) :- sup Eh-1 ytlit(xt:Yt).

wer {xt}2, {Yt}1-1, st. (given xl. Yh).

(xt,Yt) E St, t- 1....,h, xtfl - Yt, t- 1,...,h-1.

(2) ~h(xl;vh) :- sup ytl~vh.yh~ t Et-1Ytu(xt;yt),

over {xt}2, {yt}i, st. (given xl, vh).
t t t tf1 t(x ,y ) E S, t- 1,...,h, x - y, t- 1,...,h-1.

One may verify that, appart fram the terminal outputs yh, any optimal

path in (1} or (2) is Pareto-efficient, as well. P. rigorous analysis

on this matter is given by Ka~pmans C97.

4.4. Dual dynamic I~O-processes.

Denoting the set of admissible pairs of initial inputs and terminal

outputs (xl,}~) by Sh, the suprema in fixed erri point problem 4.3 -(1)

define a bi-function (~h:Sh -. ]~,~7, mlxnh) . With help of the defini-

tions in 1.5 this bi-function can be written in the for~n:

(1) ((Ylu1f...tYhuh): 51~...~Sh y ]-~.~], mlxnh)



Next, the free end point problan van be cor!oeived as the max-vriented dual

of tlie bi-function in argta~..nt (2) , of course provided the bi-function

is proper; thus we arrive at:

(2) (2(ylU1f...fYnuh?: 2(Sl~...~) -~ ]--m.~], mlX~).

Another maruuer to apply rhe concept of I~C~prucesses 3nd its duality

properties on the dynamic mrvc-problems is tr~ return to the fttndame.ntal

approach of 3.1 -(1) to -(6). This can be done by defining a bi-fw~ction

(yh. S~ -~ 7-~.~7. (mlt. ..~) x (nlt.. .~) ) :

~h(xl,a2,...,ah; bl,...,bh-l~y ) :-

:- sup E~1 YtUt(xt;Yt), over {xt}2, {Yt}1-1.

st. (given x1.Yh): (xt.Yt) E St, t- 1,...,h,

(3) xttl - yt - atfl - bt. t- 1,...,h-1.

~ .- {(xl,a2,...,ah; bl,...,bh-1~Yh)I

{xt}2,{Yt}i-1: (xt,Yt) e St. t - 1,...,h,
xttl - yt - attl - bt~ atfl ~ 0, bt ~ 0, t- 1,...,h-1},

with essentíally the same logic structure as the bi-function in 3.1 -(1).

Analoqous to 3.2 -(2), -(3) (arri using 2.10) one may arrive at a

bi-fwiction:

(4) ((DYtuli...i~Ynuh): (y1~S1)~...~(Y~Sh) -~ C-W,~C~ mlXr~),

arr3 next, by an appropriate transfarnation, at,what we shall call the

dual dynamic problem:



~b (ul;vh) :- inf F.t~-1Yr~t(ut;vt),

(5) over {ut}2, {v~}1-1, sr. (given ul, vh)

(ut,vt) e pst, t- 1,...,h, (Ytt1,Yt)ut-fl - vt, t- 1,...,h-1.

}
Clearly, a sequence {(ut,v`)}1 satisf.ies the c~nditions in (5), if and

only if (Ytut.Ytvt) EytpSt, t- 1,....h. (Yttluttl) -(Y}vt),
t- 1,...,h-1; in addirion one has YtpUt(ut;vt) - pYtut(Ytut.Yt~t).

t- 1,...,h. Consequently, the set of admissible pairs (ul,vh) of (5) is:

m
(6) ~ :- {(ul.v} e R 1xR~~(Y1.u1,Yhvh) E (Y1~S1)~...~(Yh4Sh)}.

F'urther, the min-oriented dual of (5) in argument 1 can be written:

~~~h(xl;v~) :- inf Yl~ul,xl~ f Ft-1Yt~t(ut;v ).

(7)r~ over {ut}i, {vt}i-1, st. (given v),
t t 4(u ,v ) E pS`, t- 1,...,h, (Ytf1~Yt)ut.fl - vt, t- 1,...,h-1.

The "primal" dyntunic max-problems 4.3 -(1) and -( 2), and the "dual"

dynamic min-problems 4.4 -(5) and -(6) are essentially symmetric with

respect to each other; i.e. the same procedure, but with the opposite
orientation, results, starting from the dual problem, into the original

primal problems 4.3 -(1) and -(2). Consequently, taking in account the

differer.t orientarion of dual problc~n and the coefficients (Ytf1,Yt)
appearing in the equalities (Ytf1~Yt)uttl - vt, t- 1,...,h-1, the
properties of the primal and the dual problan are the same, of course

provided the constituting I~O-processes are all lawer continuous and

cc~ncave .



4.5. I~uality relations in the dynamic I~o-process.

SLUnnarizing: given a dlnamic I~o-process (ut: St - ~ Rl, mtXnt) ,

t- 1,...,h, and a sequence {yt}i c R~, we shall call {(ut,vt)}i a

d~al feasible path if:

r. t t((u ,v ) E os , t - i,...,h,
(i) 1 ttl t

l(Yt~-1~Yt)u - v , t - 1,...,h-1.

In this context {(xt,yt)}i is called a primal feasible path if:

r~i
(xt,Yt) e St, t - 1,...,h,

~ xLtl - y`, t - 1,...,h-1.

A sequence {(ut,vt)}i is called a dual strictly feasible path if it ís

a dual feasible path and if, in addition, a S~ 0 exists so that:

(3) (ut-ae,vttge) t. ~St, t - 1,...,h,

e aeing a vector of any appro~iate dimension all ccxrq~onents equal to one.

A seyuence {(xt,yt)}i is called a primal. strictly feasible path if it is

a prinial feasible path and if an a ~ 0 exists with:

~t ~t t(4) (x -ae,y tae) e S, t- 1,...,h.

In the context of "free-disposal" it should be clear the strictly feasibi-

lity concepts are irore stringent then feasibility.



In a similar manner as in 43, the duality properties of the finite

hor~zon process can be relate3 to the stanciard duaiity theory. For i.nstar~ce,

the relations betwc-~si bourrle~c3ness of the suprema or t.he inf ima in 4. 3.-(1)

arrl 4.4.-(5) on ~.me side, and the existence of (strictly) feasible paths

or optimal. paths on the other side. We mention same special properties.

4.6. Proposition. Let (Nt: St ~ R1, mtXnt), t- 1,...,h be a dynamic

concave I~O-process, let tyt}i c R~:

(1} If {(u ,v );i is a dual strictly feasible path, then, for every

primal feasible {(xt,yt)}i one has:

vh~vh.yh~ f E t-1 7tut(xt;yt) t

}~ Et-1
Ytce,xtfyty ~ ylcul,xl} f E t-1 Yt4ut(u-Re;vf~3e)r

where 3 ~ R~ is the scalar satisfying 4.5.-(3).

(2) If {(x ,yt}}i is a primal strictly feasible path, then, for evesy

dual íeasible path í(ut,vt)}i one has:

~r~cvh.Yh' } E t-1 Ytut(xt-ae;ytfae) f

f a E t-1 ytce,utfvt~ ~ ylcul,xl~ f E t-1 YtGUt(ut;vt),

.x F R~ being the sc:alar appearing in 4. 5.-( 4).

(3) If {(xt,y ) i~~ and {(u ,v)}i are primal and dual strictl.y feas.i.ble

paths, tht.:i primal anci dual. feasible paths { (xt,yt) }i, {(ut,vt) Ii1

exist with zt .- xl, ~.- i~, such that:
~h nh h t nt nt nl ~1 Yi t nt t

r Y `~ vu (x;y)-Y cu,x~tE ~r~u (u,~i).
h~u '~} t-1 t 1 t-1 t

Note, given xl .- xl, ~r- :- vh, these paths are optimal in 4.3.-(2)

arrl 4.4.-(7) resp. Nbreover one has ~h(Xl~~h) - ~~h(Xl~~h).



5. Open horiwn dynamic I~O-processes.

Iiere we shall analyse the open hc~rizon dynamic concave I~G-process,

being comnosed by an infinite sequence of concave I~O-processes satisfying

the conditions of 4.1. Studying the exist.ence of m-horízon feasible paths,

it is necessary to impose soTre regularity conditions ~n the process.

S 1. Invariant and semi-irn,~ariant dynamic I~O-processes.

We shall spe.ak of an invariant dynamic I~O--proces if the constit.uting

I~O-processes (ut: St --.R1, mtxnt), t- 1,... are equi~ralent. Consequently

an invariant dynamic I~o-process is specif.ied by one single I~O-process

(uo: SJ i Rn, mxm).

A weaker regularity condition can be ingx~ed by assuming that the

constituting I~O-processes "converge". In order to specify this .idea we

define the distance of two sets U, V c Rn as

(1) d(U,V) :- inf á, over d e C0,~3,st. V c U t dS2, U c V f dSZ,

where St is closed unit ball, and where (f~) S2 :- R". We say that a

sequence of convex sets {Ut}i c Rn converges to Uo c Rn if ó(L1o,Ut) -~ 0,

for t~~; we say that the sequence converges in the Cesàro sense if

d(Uo,h lEt-1Ut) -~ 0, for h-. ~.

Now, using this notion, we shall call a dynamic I~Oprocess semi-

invariant, if it is constituted by a sequence uf I~O-processes

(ut: St ~ R1, mx~, t - 1,... where {hypo(St;ut)}i converges in the..

Cesàro sense to hypo(So;u), (uo: So -. R1, mxn) being a lower

contintwus concave I~O-process.
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For example, a semi-invariant dynamic Ij0-process appears when an

invariant dynanuc Ijo--process (u : So i R1, mxn) is transformed by a

sequence of vectors {rt}1 ~ Rm, as described in 4.2, provided the
~sequence {h lEt-lrt}1 wnverges.

5.2. Proposition. Let (ut: St -~ R1, mXm), t- 1,2,... be a sequer~ce

uf concave IjC~-prucesses which converges in the Cesàro sense to the

dynamic Ijo-prxess (uo: So -i R1, mxm). Let p e R}. Suppose there exists
~ t t t ttl tan{(xt,Yt)}I satisfYín9: (x ,Y ) e S, px ~ y, t- 1,2,...

Then, for every e~ 0, there is a(xE,yE) e So~St so that pxE ~ yE:

roProof. Concerning {(x~,Y )}1 as asstnred above, one has:

(ljh)PEtlxt ~ (ljh)Pxl f(ljh)Etlyt, h- 1,2,...,

(ljh)~t-1(xi",yt) E (ljh)Et-1St, h - 1,2,... .

the first relation being a consequexice cf St ~ ~xRm, t- 1,2,... .

Next, Cesàro corrv~'rgency implies that for every E ~ 0 an h exists so

that (ljh)E~1(xt,yt) e So f 2S2. (ljh)P ~~x1~Í ~ 2 . which proves

the theorem. L

The pícture gives an

example So c R~xR},

p :- 1, where no

canbination (x,y) E So

exists wit.n x ~ y.

outwts

inputs x

Of course, with respect to irrvariant dynamic concave Ij0-processes a

strongP.r result msy be deduced. For instance:



5.3. Proposition. Let (u: S i R1, mxm) be a concave I~O-prUCess, let

p F R1. Then the followinq statements are equivalent:
t

(1) br C E Rm~: 3{(Xt,Yt)}1 c S: pxtfl G yt - C, t- 1,2,...

(2) ~(xo,Y~ e S: px ~ y .

Proof. That (2) is an implication of (1) may Y~e verfied in a simil.ar ma-uler

-- O O U O
mr~nner as 5.2. The other way round: if (x ,y ) E S satisfies px ~ y,

then{(xt,Yt)}l~ (xt,Yt) :- (X .Y), t- 1,2,..., c:- y- Px~ satisfy

the condition in (1). 0

Observe that, of course, these proposition are exlusively r.elated

to the dariain of the bi-function representing the I~O-structtse; for

instance putting the function values idential to zero, the character

of proposition 5.2 and 5.3 will not cl~nge.

An other interesting question is ttie bou.~dedness of sequences

cc,nstitutíng a feasible parh. We start with the follcxaing auxiliary

propusit-ion.

5.4. Proposition. Let (G~:S ~ Rl,mxm) lx, a lc~r conti.nuous concave Ii'0-

process. Suppose p E R~, ~S E Rl are numbc~rs so tliat the set

Q:- {(x.Y) E S~Px - y, u(x;y) ?~} ~(d. Then the set Q is bourr3ed if,

and only if, there is a pair u,v E I~~,(u,v) e ~ S, u ~ pv.

Proof. Let (u,v) e ~ S, u,v e Rm. Then, for every (x,y) c Q, one has:

S ~ u(x;y) ~ o u(u;v) - ~pv-u,x~. With u ~ pv, and with px-y, x,y ' 0

for all (x,y) e Q, the latter i~,lies ba~u~dedness of Q. Thus the

existence of an (u~v) e o S, pu ~ v, implies r~oundedness of. Q.
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The cther way round, let A:- {(u,v) c RmXI~~u - pv). Then the asstmQtion

that there is no (u,v) e o S, u ~ pv,irrq~lies A n rint(cS) -~1. Sinoe ~ S
is a convex set, the gE~netric EEahn-Banach theorem affirmates the
existence of a(p,q) e amxitm such that :

- b(u,v) e A: cp,u~ f ~q,v~ - 0,

- d(u,v) e ~S: tp,u~ t ~q,v~ ~ 0.

Clearly, the first relation implies p-- pq; the second proper}y i~lies

that for every (x,y) e o ~ S, (u,v) e ~S, and every a~ 0:

n~(u;v) -~- txtaap,u~ - ~ytaq,v~ , vpu(x;y). Since by low~r continuity

and concavity of tl:e I~0-process qpu . vo S-. R1 is identical to

u: S ~ R1, the latter implies that Q is not bounded, indeed. ~]

a
Observe that the proposition includes also a statement concerning "I~0-

sets"; for puttinq f identical to zero, the proposition in~lies:

Q:- {(x,y) eS~px - y} (provided Q~(d) is bounded if and only if there

is a u,v e Rm, pu ~ v with the property that (S e Rl~f(x,y) e S:

s--{u,x? f ~v,y~' has an opper bound. A siunilar observation can be

made with reGpect to the following proposition.

5.5. Proposition. Let (y:S -y Rl, m~cm) be a lo~r continuous concave I~0-
-pracess. Let p e R~, d c R1. Suppose that the set
Q:- í(x,Y) e Sfpx - y, u(x;Y) ~ 5} is not en,pty.
Then boundedness of Q implies that every {(xt,yt)}W ~ S, satisfying

ttl t t tpx - y, t- 1,... and u(x ;y )? v, t - 1,... for any v e R1 is
bouncied as weii.

Proof. Let {(xt,yt)}i satisfy the conditions. Let a e]O,lï. and define



ísh;l by B:- (1~)í(1-(a)h). Define rxh}1, {y }~ by :

x' .- Sh Fh (a)h-t,ít ~-~ y .- sh ~h (a)h-tyt~ h - 1 , . .. , then by r~on-
t-1 t-1

neg. of {xt}i. {yt}~ one has:

(1) xh e CO,x7, Yh e CO,y], h- 1, 2, ...

Since gh Et-1(a)h-t(xt~yt) is a convex combination, concavity of u:S ~ R1

ir~lies (x, y) e S, u(x;y)? v, h- 1,... . Non-negativity of

{yt! 1 ancï of x1 , and a e ]O, lC inq~lies that pxl`- ~ryh t Pxl, k~ - 1, 2, ...

Thus, under assumption 1.1-(7.) (i.e. "free disposal") one may conclude:

(2) {(x.Y)}1 ~ Qa '- {(x.Y) e S~px - ay f xl, u(x;Y) ? v}. Clearly,

by (1) and (2), boundedness of Qa implies boundedness of the sequence

{(xt,Yt)}1.

In order to prove that Q is baznded, wt. shall use the conoept recession
a

cone (cf. P.ockefellar (11]), with respect to a closed convex set

C- Rn, being defined by:

rec(C) :- {y c Rn~ x e C: a e R}:x t ay e C}.

By virtue of the property that a closed convex set is bounderi i.f ard

only if its recession cone is equal to {0}, bounderiness of Q impLies:

d w e Rm ~ 0:(pw,w,0) ~ rec(hypo(S;u)). Since the recession c~ne oí a

oo.ivex set is a closed convex cone the latter implies the exist-ence of a

Y e]O,IC (close enough to 1) such that:

V w c Rm ~ 0: (Pw,Yw,O) ~ rec(hypo(S;u)).

Consequently, setting a:- Y, the definition of the set Qa irr~lies:

(3) rec(Q )-{0}. (a e 70,1C, close enough to 1).
a

Clearly, (1), (2), anà (3) prove the proposition. f~

Putting 5.5. in the opposite direction, we 1-~ave :
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5.6. Proposition. Let (u: S-~ Rl,mXm) be lower continuous ooncave I~0-
-process. Suppose {(xt,yt)}1 ~ S satisfies pXttl - yt - c~

Lt tit dn 1 1
t~ (x ;y )- v, t- 1,..., for some c E ~, p e R~, v e R.

If the set Q:- {(x,y)SIPx - Y. u(x;Y) ~ ó} (d being any number so that
Q~(~) is not bounded, then there is a z e R~, ~ Q! such that
{(Xtftz.ytttz)}i ~ s, p(xttl~tztz) ` ytt t z,

~vt titu(x ftz;y ttz) ~ v, t- 1,...

Proof. If Q is not bounded, then the recession cone of Q is not equal

to {0}. Hence, there is a(x,y), px - y~ 0 so that, for every (x,y) e S,

a e R}: (xtax,yfaz) e S, u(xtax;ytaz) ~ u(x;y). Now putting z:- 1y, a

positive and such that apz ~ c, it should be clear that z satisfies the

conditions. 0

5.7. Corollary of 5.3. to 5.6. I,et (u:S -. Rl,mxm) be a lower continuous

concave I~0-process. Let p e R~, and suppose there is a sequence
tit tit m ~ S satisf tittl t tit ti, v for{(x ,Y )}1 ying px - Y -c, v(x ;Y) - , t - 1,...,

some c e Rm~, v e R1. Then the follvwing statements are equivalent :

(1) Al1 sequences {(xt,yt)}i c S satisfying pxttl - yt, t- 1,... and

u(xt;Yt) ? a, t- 1,... for some a e R1, are bounded.

(2) A1). sets Qv :- I(x,y) e Slpx - y, u(x;Y) ? v} are bounded.

(3) Tliere c~xist ~~n (u,v) t n S so tliat u~ pv.

(4) Tliere exist an {(ut,vt)}ï ~- n S, b e Rm so that ut}1 ~ pvt - b,

t - 1, .. .

Proof. The eAuivalence of (1) and (2) is the consequence of 5.5. and

~.6. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is affirmated by 5.4. The
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equivalence of (3) and ( 4) can be demonstrated by applyi.ng 5.3. on the

dual prcr.~ess (GU:4S -' R1, mxm). Cl

Thua it appears that boundedness u~x3er a lc~r bcund condition for thc~

function values is dirc~tly relate~i to the existence of a feasible path

of the "dual process". In 5.9. the duality aspects wil] be elaborated

on by studying optimality aspects.

5.3. The optimality critericn. I~t (ut:St -~ R1, mtxnt),t - 1,2,... be

an open dynamic Ij0-process. As in the finite horizon case we shall

restrict ourselves to the "weighted-sum" objective function. 'Phe natural

way is ~o ~nsidE~r the limit lim ~~ St-lytut(xt,yt), with {yt}i c R}}.

How~ver, such a criterion fails in the case that the sequence

{Ft-l~tut(xt'yt)}h-1 does not converge. Therefore we transfer the

criterion used by iIalkin [ 7J and others to cur problem; i.e. given the

initial state xl, we say that {xt,yt)}1 is an optimal path if it is

feasible with xl .- xl, and if there does not exist a feasible path
{(xt~yt)}i~ xl .- xl, such that for scme e ~ 0 and some positive integer

T ~ 0 :

(1) ?t-~ytlit(xt;Yt) ? f- f Et-lYtut(xt;Yt), h- T, Tfl,... .

l n w~~LYís: given the initial state, a feasible path is called optin~~l if

theie does not exist a feasible path which is "in the long run

substantially better". Ca~aring feasible paths {(xt,yt)}1 and

{(xt,yt)}i with xl - xl, with converging sequences
{~t-lYtut(zt;Yt)}~1, {Et-lytut(xt;yt)}h-1 it is clear that the first.

is "better" in the sense of (1) if, and only if :



lim ~„(Et-lytut(xt;yr.) ~ lim h~F.t-1ytG~t(xt;yt). Thus in case of

converqency the "limit-criterion" is equivalent with our "no better"

criterion.

In the context of (1), we say, that {(xt,Yt)}1 is dami~ated by
{(xt~yt)}i if one has the inc~ualities for some E~ 0, T e{1,2,...}.

5.9. Dual open-horizon I~0-processes. The natural way to study the open-

horizon max-problem of 5.8. is to treat the system as a sequence of

shifting fínite horizon proble~s, being described in 4.3-(1) or 4.3-(2)-

The oorresponding system of dual problems defined by 4.4-(6) or -(7), of

course, irr3~ices an open horizon dual problem with the same, but minim3l

oriented, optimality criterion. Starting fresn the dynamic I~0-process

(ut:St -. Rl,mtxnt), t- 1,2,... and the sequence {yt}i c R~, we corr3ense

the m3x-oriented primal problem and the min-oriented ciual problem infinite

hori7on problem in the rwtations:

(1) ~P ~Et-lytut(xt,Yt), aver {xt}2, {Yt}l.

st. (given xl) (xt~Yt)t St~ xtfl - Yt~ t- 1,...

(2) inf ~yl`:xl,ul' t Pt-1Yt G ut(ut;vt), over {ut}1, {vt}1

St. (ut,Vt) e ~. St. (ytfl~Yt)utfl - vt. t- 1,... .

Fcr the fir.ite horizon subproblems we refer to 4.3-(1) and 4.4-(6). T7ie

concepts prirNl ar~ dual feasi.ble solutions shall be used in the same

manner as in 9.5. With respect to strictly feasible paths we itr~ose

an extxa condition, which is relevant only in the ~-horizon context:

A primal feasible path {xt,yt)}1 is calleci primal strictly feasible

if the following conditions are satisfied:



~ { (Xt,yt) ~"' and ~G t tit ~~ t ~,tl }~~ are bcxznded,1 (x ;~' ;Y ~
(3i ~ 1 ~,,t ~t. t

~ a F R~: ( x -~Ye, y tael c S, t- 1,...

2.t -~~-
A dual feasible path {(u ,v`)}1 is called dual strictly feasible if:

({(ut,vt) }ï arxl f A ut (Ut; vt) } ~ are bowx3ed,
(4} i -

~l 1 .~,t tit ,,t .
l 7 4 F R~: (u - Gte, v~ge) e A o, t- 1, ...

Ttie open-horizon process is called primal (resp. dual) (strictly) if

there exists a pri,-nal (resp, dual) (strictly) feasible solution. In the

case that the underlying dynamic I~0-process iG invariant arr3 concave,

proposition 5.3 shows that the problem is primal strictly feasíble if,

and only if, there is an(x,y)ES with x ~ y.

If one has an exponential sequence of weighting factors:

Y -(,r ) t, ,r E R~ being the time-discount factor, the equality
t '

~onstraints in the dual problesn re3uce to nut}1 - vt, t- 1,... If,

in addition the process is invariant, then, applying 5.3. on the dual

I~0-process, it appears that the problem is dual str.ictly feasible if

and only if there is an (u,v) F ~ S with ,ru ~ v.

As a f.irxlatnental starting po~nt in deducing necessaYy arxi sufficient

optimality corriitions we have the following inequalities concerning

primal and dual feasible paths {(xt,yt)}i, {(ut.~t)}1 '

(4) Y~vh,Yh~ f Eh Y ut(xt;Yt) ~ Y cul,xl~ f 7~i1 Y~lit(ut;ut),
h t-1 t -] t-1 t-

for all n e {1,2,...}. Sizce each tih-vh,yh~ is non-neyative, the
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optimality cri.terion of 5.8. and ttiese in~ualities imply :

5.10. P~:..~:~s~ti~~i~. ( sufficient optimality conditions). If one has------~----
primal and dual ieasible paths {(xt,yt)}1, {(ut,vt)}i such that
simultaneously:
(1) idh E f1,2,...}:

nh nh,},h t nt nt nl nl h t nt nt
rh -V ~Y ~.t-1Ytu (x :Y ) - Y1'u ~X ~f1,t-1Yt ~ u (u :V )~

(2) Yh ~vh,yrl~ -. 0, if h-~ ~,

then, for a fixed xl .- xl, these paths are optimal in 5.9-(1) and
5.9-(2) resp.

Eïsewhere we prwed (if. C 2], C 4 7) that, in the case primal arid dual

strictly feasible exist, these conditions are nece~sary for optimality,

as well. In addition it is shown that there exists a primal and a dual

optimal sclution. Special optimal solutions satisfying 5.10-(1), -(2)

are discussed in 46.

1~-ioi.her useful apparatus is given by the inequalities in 4.6-(1) and

-(2j, concerning strictly feasible paths. For instance, with help of

these it can be verified that a necessary condition for the process to

be sinultaneously prural and dual strictly feasible is boLUydedness of
hthe sequence {Ft-1Yt}h-1' With respect to an exponential sequence

yt :- (r)t, t- 1,... this c.rondition ittq~lies that n e]O,lC.
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6. Invariant optimal paths in open dynamic I~~rocesses.

St.arting from an invariant open dynamic I~O-process and exponential

weighted object function, we shall proof the existence of primal ancl dual

optimal solution which are invariant over the periods. Formally, w~e consi-

der the fo].lawiny system.

6.1. The invariant open dynamic I~o-process and invariant paths.

Let (u: S-~ R1, mxm) be an I~o-process and let n e]0,1[ t,e a time-

discount factor, defining the ~-horizon ~oblem:

(1) suph-r~ E t-1(,r)tu(xt;yt). over {xt}2, {yt}1,

st.(given x') (xt,Yt) E S, xtfl - yt, t- 1,...,

(2) inf~~ n~xl,ul~ t E t-1(n)tGu(ut;vt), over {ut}1, ívt}1,

st.(given xl) (ut,vt) c OS, ~ruttl - vt, t- 1,...

Clearly, this is exactly the invariant version of the open-kiorizon problem

5.5.-(1), -(2) with yt :- (n)t, t- 1,...

We call ((x,y),(u,v)) an invariant optimal cc~~binatíon if:

r(X,jl) c S, X- y

(3) JI(u,v) e ~~5, nu - v
~w,Y~ f u(x;y) - ~u,x~ t ou (u;v) .

Putt.ing the fixed initial vector in (1) and (2) equal tr~ x, the oondition



i~lies that the seq~iences xttl - X~ yt ,- y~ t- 1~ .. ~(ut~~t) .-

(L,v), t- 1,... are primal ard dual feasible. In addition, since

n e]O,lC ard since yt :- (n)t, t- 1,..., it appears that these paths
satisfy tt~e sufficient conditions for optimality, given in 5.10. Thus,

proving the existence of invariant optimal cimbinations, we prove the
existance of optimal invariant paths.

Ttie definitior~ of ihvariant optimal combinations correspond with an

interesting ec:onanic interpretation. Namely, taking the dual part in the

oombination as input~output príces, one has the net value maximization
problem:

(4) sup t,(x;y) - ~u,x~ f n~u,y~ over (x,y) e S,

which delivers the primal part (x,y) as an optimzl solution. The input

and output prices are the same; hvwever, the value of the outputs ~u,y~

is discounted by the tiure discoun:; factor n. This looks very reasonable,

for the value of the outputs is realized one period later than the input

costs are made.

6.2. Detennining invariant optimal canbinations as a parametric progra~

ming problem. Let us consider the max-problems:

~~(z) :- sup ;,(x;y), over (x,Y)Nc S, st. x-,ry -(1-,r)z, where
(1) ,~1

Z E~.. :- lZ E K I 7(X,y) e S: x-ry -( 1-n)z},

together. with the correspOrriing Lagrangian representations Lz: SxIt~ -. Rl:



(?) Lz(x,y;w) :- u(x;y)-~w,x-ny~t(1-,r)~w,z~.

With respeca to any saddle point (x,y) c S, w E Rm, given z ~ Z

definod by the cor~ition that, for all (x,y) . 5, w'~-

(3) Lz(x,Y;w) ` Lz(x,Y;w) ` L~(x,Y;~.a).

the first inequality ancl the definition relation ou(w;rrw) :-

.-' SU)~ {~(Xiy)-r4J,X~f~~ifW,y~r OVer (Xry) ' Sr 1[i~lY:

(4)
n n(w.irw) ~ AS

Lz(x,y;w) - ( 1-,r)~w,z~tpu(w;,rw).

l~inq

The semrxi inequality implies:

(5) x-ny - ( 1-n)z.

Now, suppose we have a z e Z and a corresporrling saddle point (x,y),w

such that y- z. Then (5) implies that x- y. Relation (4), definition

(2) and the definition of Du(w;,rw) imPly ~,rw,Y'fu (x;y) - ~w,z~tou (ii;w) .

Thus, putting u:- w, v :- ,rw, an invari.ant optimal combination is

identif ied. Sum~rizing:

6.3. Proposition. If, given z:- z, the triple (x,y,w) is a saddle

point of the Lagrangian representation 6.2.-(2), such that y- z, then

((x,y),(u,v)) with u:- w, v:- nw, is aii invariant optimal cc~nbination.
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6.4. Invariant optimal solutions as a Kakutani-fixed point.

As a consequence of 6.2 arr3 6.3 ínvariant optimal c.~o~nbinations can be

identified as solutions of a fixed poi.nt problem. Namely, let Y: Z-. F~ be a

milti-function de3uced from o: Z-~ ]-m,~] (cf. 6.2.-(1)) by:

(1) Y(z) :- f y F Rm ~ 3x ~ Rm: ( x,Y) E S, x-ny -( 1-,r) z, u(x;Y) - 6(z) }.

Suppose, z is a fixed point of Y: Z~ R1 (i.e. ~ E Z, z E Y(i)), and

suppose that w is a Lagrangian vector with respect to z. Then, one may

verify that (x,y,w) with y:- z, x:- z exactly is a saddle point of

6.2.-(2), given z :-
n
z. Ancl next, by 6.3, we may conclude that an in-

variant optimal combination is identified.

Under some assumptions we shall prove the existence of fixed points
with the help of Kakutaní's fixed point theoran. There,the existence of a
fixed point of Y: Z~ Rm is ensured if a subset Zo ~ Z can be found
such that

Zo is oonvex and compact,

- the sets Y(z) are convex for all z e Zo,

- hypo(Zo;Y) :- {(z,y) c ZoxRm I Y ~ Y(z)} is closed,

- Zo c Y(Zo).

Assume, we have a pau- (u,v) ~~lS satisfying u ~ v. Then we also have a

d~ 1, an (u,v) e. :1S so that 0 ~ u, 5u ` v. Elaborating the inequelity

u(x;~~)-~u,a~~~Su,y~ ` ~~~(u;v), one will firri:



(2)
~T(x,y) e S, z E Rm ~ x-ny -(1-n)z:

~ u (x;Y) ` w (u;v)f~ ( 1-,r)u,z~-~ ( d-,r)u,Y'.

Next, assiune that we have an(x,y) E S so that nx ~ Y. Then, provi,ded

z' 0, a necessary eorYïition for (x,y) E S, to be optimal in max-problem

6.2.- (] ), is the inequality u(x; y) ` u(x;y) . In conr~tion with (2) , this

eoridition i~lies the existence of a B e R1 so that, for every z E Rm,

the i.nequality

(3) ~(d-n)u,y' ~ B-K (1-n)u,z~

is a necessary condition for an (x,y) c S to be optimal in 6.2.-(1).

Now Iet Y:- 6~(d-1), and let Zo .- {z e Rm ~~u,z~ ~ Y}. 7fien the

necessary condition for optimality (3) i~les that for every z e Zo, the

inequality

(4) ~u.Y' ` Y~

is a necessary condition for orn;~l ity. Assumi.ng that u: S-~ Rl is

o Thus welower continuous, we also have that for every z F Z: Y(z) ~ p.

have

(5) Y(Zo) c Zo.

Further the set Zo is con~act and convex. Closedness of hypo(Zo;Y) is a

well known rontinuity property in the optimality theory (cf. Berge:

Espaces Zbpologiques 1959). Finally, concavety of u: S-~ R1 implies
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convexity of r.he sets Y(z). Nence, by virtue of Kakutani's fixed point

thenrcan, ;he assumptions i~ly the existence of a fixE~d point.

Concerning the dual side, the assumption that these is a(x,y) c. S,

~rx ~ y ir.q~lies, for every z e R~ , the existence of a Laqrange vector in

6.2.-(1). Thus:

6.5. Proposition. Suppose (u: S~ R1, mxm) is an lowpr continuous

ooncave I~O-process. If there is a(x,y) e S and a (u,v) E eS so that

nx ~ y, u ~ v, then there exi.sts an invariant optimal ccaibination.

It is interesting to relate these coridition to the results concerning

the existence arid bo~.iridedness of feasible pathsin invariant dynamic I~O-

processes.
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List of simbols.

Rn n-dimensional real vector space
R} :- {x e Rn ~ xi ' 0, i- 1,...,n}

R}} :- {x ~ Rn ; xi ~ 0, i- 1,...,n}

~ ~ ~ ~ the euclidean rorm

~x, w the innex product of vectors x,u F Rn

[x,y] :- {,xH(1-a)Y I 0 ` a ` 1}

]x,y] :- {axt(1-a)y ~ 0 ~ a~ 1}

t(z) given z e Rn, t(z)i :- zi if zi ? 0, else }(z)i :- 0

-(z), given z e Rn, -(zi) :- -zi if zi ~ 0, else -(z)i :- 0

e finite dimensional vector all ca~onents equal to 1

cl(S), the closure of a set S

rint(S), the relative interior of a set S
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CO:dVEX YF.OCES3ES ANT~ HA~~IIL`10NIAN DYNAMICAL SYSTF~IS

~
R.T. Rockt~fellar~'

idany ecor.omi~t:; have studied optimal growth medels of the :'orm

maaimize j~ e-pt U(k(t),z(t))dt

subject to k(0) - k0, k(t) - z(t) - yk(t),

where k is a vector of capital goods, y is the rate of depreciation,
p is the discount rate, and Ti is a continuous concave utility function
defined oii a closed convex set D in which the pair (k,z) is constrained
to lie. The theory of such problems is plagued by technical difficulties
caused by the infinite time interval. The optimality conditions are
still not well understood, and there are serious questions about the
existence of solutions and even the meaningfulness, in certain cases,
of the exPression being maximized.

One thing is clear, h~wever. Any trajectory k(t) which is
worthy of consideration as oFtimal in (1) would in particular have to
havP the property that for every finite time interval [t0,tl] C[0,~)
one has

(~) ~t1 e-Pt U(k(t),k(t)tyk(t))dt ~ jt~ e-Pt U(k(t)~k(t)tyk(t))dt.
0 0

(For otherwise, the portion of k over [tO,t~J could be replaced by k,
and this would constitute a definite improvement.) This condition
severely iimits candidates for optimal paths and allows us to study
the:n in terms of Hamiltonian dynamical systems involving subgradi.ents.

z) Kcsearc!; sFcnsorcd in Fart by the Air Fcrce Office of Scientific
1~esenrc:h, `~ir P'orce S,ystems Comntaud, USAF, under AFOSR grant number
77-0`~l~~~ at the ;?r.i.~-arsity of Washington, Seattle.



Hamiltoniar. dynamical systems arise in the optimality conditions

for va.riational problems of the form

(3)

t~
minimize lt L(t,x(t),z(t))dt

0

sutject to x(t~) E D0, x~(t~) E D~.

Classically, one always supposed L to be a finite, differentiable

function, but for the purpose of applications to economic models it is

essentiel that one be able to treat the case where L(t,~,'} is for ea.ch

t a closed, proper, convex function on Rn x Rr'. The theory of problem

(3) had been extended in this direction by Rockafellar [ 1] ,[ 2] ,[ jÏ -

The m.odel (1) corresponds with the change of notation x(t) - eYtk(t)

to

(4) L(t,x,v) - -e-Pt U(e-Ytx~e-Ytv),

where U is interpreted as -~ outside of D.

Of course something miist be assumed about the way that L depends on t.

The correct condition in general is that L should be a"normal integrar.d"

[1], [4]. This technical property of ineasurability will not b e discussed

here, but it is certainly satisfied when L is of the form ( k) (under the

asstunptions already stated) and also when L is independent of t. Con-

cerning the trajectory x(t), one does not have to assume differertiabi-

lity, but merely absolute continuity; the time deri.vative z(t) th~~r.

exists fer almost every t.

The Hamiltoniaz, associated with L is the function

('~) ii(t,x,p) - suptp.v-L(t,x,v)}.

v E Rn

'i."r,u.: '1(t,x, ~) is the convex function conjugate to ~( ~,x,'), so that

is in turn determined uniquely by H:
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L(t,x,v) - sup{p.v-H(t,x,p)},
p E Rn

Since L(t,x,v) is not just convex i n v but in ( x,v), it turns out that
H(t,x,p) is not just convex in p but concave in x. The subgradient sets
8xH(t,x,p) ( concave sense) and 2pH(t,x,p) ( convex sense) are therefore
welldefined [ 5] . The relation

(6) x(t) E apH(t,x(t),p(t)), -p(t) E axH(t,x(t),p(t))

is the ~neralized Hamilton condition. If H were differentiable as in
classical mathematics, it would reduce to the equations

x(t) - OpH(t,x(t),p(t)), -p(t) - oxH(t,x(t),p(t)).

An absolutely continuous trajectory x(t) is-said to be an ex-
tremal for L over an interval I if there is an absolutely continuous
p(t) (called a co-extremal for x) such that the Hamiltonian condition
(6) holds (for almost every t in I). On the other hand, x is said to be
piecewise optimal for L over I if for every finite subinterval
[ t , t] C I one has0 1

t. t
(7) ~"t~ L(t,x(t),z(t))dt ~ Itl L(t,x(t),x(t))dt

0 0

for all (absolutely continuous) x(t) over [t~,t~] such that
x(t~) - x(t0), x(t~) - x(t~). The main result about these concepts in
the present setting is the following.

T:?EOREM 1[ 1] ,[ 2] ,[ 3] . If x is an extremal for L, then x is
piecewise optimal for L. If x is piecewise optimal for L and certain
"constraint qualifications" are fulfilled, then x is an extremal for L.

The r'xa~~t. nst.ure of the "constraint qualifications" will not

h~~ d i~cussc~d h~,n ;::c~~ [:?] ,[ 3] . Pasically one needs to know that the

pair (x(tp),x(1.~)) al.ways belongs to the relative interior of the (convex)
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set of al]. pairs (x(tG),x(t~)) cerresponding to trajectories for which

the inteeral on the left of (7) is FiniY,e, a.nd a.lso that x(t) does not.

touch the houndary of tht, nal.ural "state con~traint :~ct"

n n{x E R Iv E R with L(t,x,v) ~ m}.

(If the second. condition fails, a more gener~~l theary must be invaked

in which p(t) is not absolutely continuous and may have jumps. The

corresponding version of the Hamiltonian equation has been developed

in [3). This is indeed the situation that must be dealt with in economic

applications where x(t) is a nonnegative vector of goods, some components

of which may well vanish from time to time.)

In economics, the variables p(t) usually have an ínterpretation

as prices of some kind. It is of great interest, therefore, thst they

have optimality properties relative tc a function M dual to L, namely

M(t~P~w) - suP {P.vtx.w-L(t,x,v)},
?n(x,v)ER-

L(t,x,v) - sup {p.v}x.w-M(t,p,w)}.

2n
( P ~w )ER

iHEOREM 2[1]. If x is an extremal for L with co-extremal p,

then p is an extremal for M with co-extremal x, and hence in particular

p is piecewise optimal for M.

For the case of the economic model (~), one obtains

(t~) Hlt,x,P) - sup {e-pt U(e-

vERn

- tS.~e Y v)tp.v}

- e-Pt h(e-Ytx~edtp)
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where S is the interest rate defined by

(9) d - o t Y~

and h is the concave-convex flznction defined by

(10) li('r,,9) - sup {q.z}iJ(k,z)},

zERn

The Hamiltonian condition (7) has a rather complicated expression in
terms of x(t) and p(t), but in terms of

(11) k(t) - e-Ytx(t)~ q(t) - edtP(t)~

it takes the autonomous form

k(t) E dqh(k(t),q(t)) - Yk(t),
(12)

-q(t) E akh(lé(t),q(t)) - d~(t).

It follo~~rs from Theorem 1 that every tra.iectorv k(t) satis i~ (12)
has the piecewiso optimalit~,r property in (2) (and the converse is "al-
most" true).

'1'he furction dual to L in this model is

(~~) M(~~P~w) - su1~ {p.vtx.wte-PtU(e-Ytx~e-Ytv)}

~n(x,r-?ER-

~ P-Ot~,~e,St edtG,)
~ P~

where

(14; V(q,~) - sup {q.zts.ktU(k,z)}.
(k,z)EL`



According to Theorem 2, the tra,jectories q(t) appc~ari~re in ( l;') t~rLV~~

the piecewise optimality property that for every 1'inite :ubiiitcrvrLl

[ tp,t}] one has

(15) jt1 e-PtV(q(t)e~l(t) - 54(t))3t ~ I{1 e-PtVlq(t)efl(t) -~q(tl)dtto - t~

for all trc~jectories q(t, 1

q(t1) - q(t1).

nver [t~~t1] with q(t~) - 9(}-,~),

Rere q can be interprete3 as a vector of dsted prices and r--s as a

vector of rents: q- dq - r. Thus V(q,s) represents the maxímum rate

at which "value" can be created in the economy.

A big advantage in the study of (12) (and more gener:slly (6))

is that this condition is an "ordinary differential equation with

multivalued right side".

It is kno~m, for example, that a solution (k(t),q(t!) exists over an

interva.l [t~,t~ t e) starting from any point (Y.(t~),q(t~))- (k0,r}~)

interior to the region where h is finite (cf. ( E~] ,[ 7] ). Por the most

part, the solutions turn out to be unique despi.te the multivaluedness,

altho~igh branching can sometimes occur.

In the coiitext of the infinite horizon problem (1), a critical

question is how to single out, f~om among the trajectories k{t) with

k(0) - k~ that satisfy (12) for some q(t) (and there seems more or

less to be one such for each choice of q~), a trajectory worthy of

being deemed "optimal" (or at least "extremal") over the whole inter-,ra1

[0,~). No limitations are imposed a priori on the behavicr of k{t) a-

t-~ ~(free endpoint problem). Aeuristic considerations lead ~,ne to

believe thai there should "usually" be just one trajecrorf k(t ).,; t,Y,e

desired type for each k~ (in a reasonat~le regi~n) and thia sFem,, f.o

suggest a correspondence between k~ and qU whose graph forms a sor; oi'

n-dimensional manifold in R2n. The corresponui:rg special trajectories

(k(t),q(t)) would trace out this manifold.
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If so, tY,en in looking at examples of dynamical systems of
the form (12) we ~hc~uld readily be able to detect a special n-dimensio-
nal manifold that is the natural candidate for expressing "optimality"
over (0,~). One approach to this question is to try to analyze behavior
about a rest point (constant solution) to the system.

A rc~;a F u~.inF, ( kt,~lx) of ( 12) is characterizeCí by the relations

(16)
0 E aqh(kk,q~) - Ykz,

( ~ ~ x0 E akh k,q )- Yq .

Theye arF eq~livalent to tlie condition that

(17)

where

0 E 3qh(k~,qz), ~ E órh(k~,qx),

Íi(k,q) - h(k,q) - Ylc~q - ~~;kqx,

and (17) mears that (k~,qz) is a minimax saddle noint of the function
h(which, like h, is concave-convex). What might this imply for the
behavior of Hamiltonian system (12) around (kz,q~)?

If h wers actually twice differentiable, it would be possible
tc; write the system in the form (k,q) - F(k,q) and analyze the behavior
in terms cf the matrix of derivatives of F at (k~,q~) in the classical
nar.ner of the theory of ordinary differential equations. If h were in
fs~`, strcngly concave in k and strongly convex in q, the Jacobian of F
wit:n respect to k would be negative definite at kz, while the Jacobian
wit}i respect to q wou13 be positive definite. Thus the matrix in ques-
tion would have n r.egative an3 n positive eigenvalues, so that system
would have a dyr.amic saddle point at (kx,qz). This means that there
woul~i exist (locall}T) an n-dimensional manifold traced by the solutions
(k(t),q(t)) that uc~-erage to (k~,q~) as t-~ ~, as well as another



x x
n-dimensional manifold traced by the soiutions tk:at diverge frnm (k ,q )

~ ~
at t--~, the two manifolds intersecting only ir. the point (k ,q ) it-

self.

Karl Shell focused on this idea in his study of economíc

growth models and was led to conjecture that the pictura of dynamic

sadcae point behavior should generalize eomehow tc tye cas? wh~re h is

not differentiable. Moreover, the traiectories that are "optimal" over

[O,m) should be the ones converginP, to (kx,qx) as t-} ~. For the eco-

nomic background, see the articles [ 8J and [9] of Cass and Shell.

This conjecture was ve~~ified by Rockafellar in [10] for the

case p- 0(d - y) with h strictly concave-convex and in [11j for

p~ ~(ó ~ y) with h strongly concave-convex. ('Phere is a mistake in

the prooi' of Proposition 2' ~f ( 11] with invalidates the assertions

made in the article about the complementaa-y manifold of Hamiltonian

trajectories diverging from (kx,q ) at t--~ when p~ 0, but this does

not affect the main results, which concern the trajectories converging

to (kz,qx).) In the case of p- 0, "optimality" must be interpreted in

a certain relative sense. For p~ 0, it is necessary to limit atter.tion

in (1) to trajectories k(t) which do not gro~a at a rate faster than p.

It must also be supposed that p is not too large.

The complications involved in establishing "true" optimal.ity

of some sort, and the serious restricticns on the nature of h and p

that are entailed, bring one to the view that "optimality" over [0,~)

may not be the natural concept to be siming at in m~idels like (1). Tti~-

justification usually given for the infinite horizon is that it enabïe.s

one to avoid the selection of a particular terminal time r sn~ the

awkward decision about what the levels of goods or prices shoul~3 be at

that time. However, there are other ways of avoiding this dilemma.

For example, one could consider for each time r the trajec-

tories k(t) that would solve ( 1) with ~ replaced by T(r,o consr,ra:n`,

beiug imposed on k(r)) and then see what trajectories these converge



to as t -~ m. Such limit trajectories would be a natural object or study.
They would again be "piecewise optimal", but not r.ecessarily optimal
in any sense with respect to the integral ( 1) over [0,~) (which anyway
might not be well definedj. There is reason to believe that this is the
desired class of trajectories that exhibits the dynamic saddle point
behavior ( approaching a rest point as t-~ ~) in the many cases where
thF Hamiltonis,n system has such behavior and yet "optisality over [0,~)"
cannet be established.

Convex Processes. The subject of discussion is related more
closely than might be supposed to the tkieory of economic models in
which thA evolution of the state X(t) (a vector of goods, resources,
labor, etc.) is governed by (X(t),X(t)) E T, where T is a nonempty
closed convex set in Rk~ x RN. In such a setting there is no real loss
of generality (and considerable advantage) in taking T to be a cone
and -writing the dynamics in the form

(18) X(t) E A(X(t)).

.~.'ince tk:e qraph of the muitifunction A is a closed convex cone cor.tai-
ning the origin, A is called s closed convex process. The general theo-
ry of convex processes has been developed in [5, 4 39J; for the special
"monotone" and "pol,yhedral" cases, see [12J and [ 13], respectively.
Convex processes play a large role in the 1973 book of Makarov and
Rubinov on economic dynamics (translated 1977 by Springer-Verlag [11~J).

If we associate with A the convex function

- (C if V E A(X),
( '~ L~Y~V) lf

lt.~ if V ~ A(X),

the problem (3i ai,pears rather de~;enerate. Indeed, one has
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t
f2~) Jt~ L(X(t),X(t,))dt. -

C

0

tx

if X satisfies (18),

otherwise.

Neverttieïess, the ccrresponding Hamiltonian system is very ir.teresti:~g.

The Hamiltonian function is

(21 ) H(X,F) - su], i .

VEA(X)

i'his is not only concave in X and convex in P but positively homogeneous

in each of these variables separately. For each P E Rrr, let

(~2) A~(P) -{WIW.X ~ P.V, X, V E A(X)}.

x
(The multifunction A is the closed convex process a ~oint to A.) The

Hanultonian condition

X(t) E aPH(X(t),P(t)), -P(t) ~ 3xH(X(L),P(t)),

i:; Lli~~n cquivalenC Lo

sup {P(t).VIV E A(X(t))} attained at ~{.(t),

inf {W.X(tj~W F Ax(P(t))} attained st -P(t).

7t c:1n also be written simply as

(25) x(t) E a(x(t)), -P(t) E Az(P(t)),

P(t).X(t) - -P(t).:ï(t).

Observe that the last relation is equivalent to

(26) X(t).P(t) - const.

(2al
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Trajectories n(L) which satisfy (25) for some P(t) ~ 0 are
said to be price-supported or competitive. It is remarkable that such
trajectories and their "supports" can be generated by solving the or-
dinary differential "equstion" (23) from arbitrary initial points
(XO,PO) inside the region where H is finite, just as with the Hamilto-
nian systems discussed earlier [ 6] ,[ 7] .

ïhe origin (0,0) is always a rest point of (23), but it
usually lies on the boundary of the region where H is finite. A more
promising class of points for study is obtained through change of va-
riables. Setting

(~7) K(t) - e-YtX(t), Q(t) -
edtP(t)~

for arbitrary real r.umbe.rs y and d, one can express the Hamiltonian
condition in the form

(28)
K(t) E 8YH(FC(t),Q(t)) - yK(t),

-Q(t ) E 3XfI(iC(t ) eQ(t ) ) - dQ(t ),

or equivalently

(~9J K(t) t YK(t) E A(K(t))~ -Q(t) t dQ(t) E A~(Q(t))~

Q(t).(K(t) t YK(t)) --Q(t) t 6Q(t)).K(t)).

(This transforruation makes use of the hamogeneity of H.) A rest point
(:x,Q~) of the tr;insformed system is characterized by the relations

y z x x( s~~) yKx E A(K..) ~ dQ E A (Q )~

0 - (ó - Y)Kx.Q~ - P~.Q~

(w!~ere (~~) ic use.i now as the definition of p).
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The study of the vectors Kx and Q~ satisíying (3) for various

choices of Y and ó amounts to the gc:neralized eigenvalue theory for

the proc:ess A and its adjoint. In the case of A"monotone", it is clo-

sely related to the theory of growth ancl interest rates for the Gale-

Von Neumann model (cf. [ 12] ,[ 13] ,[ 1YtJ ). Presumably the dynamic system

(28) should exhibit a kind of "turn-pike" behavior around rest points

(hx,Q~) in (30) for which K~.Q~ - 0(implying ó- Y), or in other wcrds,

such that (K~,L11~) is a"nondegenerate" minimax saddle point for the

concave-convex function

~~(K,Q) - H(K,Q) - aK.Q (a - d - Y).

It would be interesting to see this worked out in detail, which has

not yet been done. The "turnpike" behavior should correspond to the

geometric picture of a dynemic saddle point.

In fact, the theory of the inhomogeneo~is Hamiltonian system

(12) can be recast to fit the mold of a homogeneous system associated

with a closed convex process A. Consider a decompoeition RN - R y Rn x R

with corra:~Ponding notrttion

(:~I) X - (xR,x,xc), P - (PR,P,Pc).

Let the graph of A be the closure of the set cf all pairs

(X,V) - (xQ,x,xc,vR,v,vc)

such that

(32) x~ 0, v ~ xQU(x~x~,v~x~) } óxc, v9 - YxR.

The graoh of the adjoint Ax is chen the closure of the set of r,l.l pairs

(P,S) - (P~,P,Pc,s~,s,sc)
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auch that

(33) Pc ~ 0~ sR ? Pc ~~(PIPc~-sJPc) t YP~~ sc - dpc.

where V is the convex function in (11~). The corresponding Hasniltonian
~s

(34) H(X,F) - xQp~h(xJxR,pJpc) t yX~pD t dxcpc

for x~ ~ 0, p~ - 0,

where h is given by (10). (For xR - 0 or p~ - 0, the values of H are
ubtained í~em (3~) by e limit process; for x~ ~ 0 or pR ~ 0, the values
of H are infinite.)

The c~ynamical relation X E A(X) reduces under (32) to

(35) xQ(t) - neYt (a ~ 0)

z (tl ~ ,~eYtU(e-Ytx(t)Ia,e-Ytx(t)Ia) t dx (t).c - c

The interpretation is that xR represents a basic factor that grows at
a constant rate y(positive, negative or zero:); the parameter a merel~-
sets the scale and can just as well be chosen as 1. The variable xc
measures "utility satisfaction" and is typically negative; it would.
grow (more negative) at the rate d if this tendency were not counterac-
ted by continual inputs of utility dependent on the vectors xJxR and
x!xQ (quantities of goods per unit of the basic factor). Similarly,
the àual dynamic relation -P E,q~(p) reduces under (33) to

-5t( ;b) nc(t) - Ce (f~ ' 0)

-PR(t) ` ue-6i.V(`5t,~,(t)JR~E'~tP(t)Js) f YPQ(t).

t~gain B is just a scale parameter that can be taken as 1.
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The Hamiltcnian system (23) for the function (3~) takes on a

particularï-y simple form when expressed equivalently as in (28) ir. terr.!s

of

(kD.(t),k(t),kc(r-)) - e-Yt(X~(t)ax(t).xc(t)),

(q~(t),l(t),qc(t)) - edt(~D(t),P(t),P~,(t)).

namely:

kR(t) - a, qc(t) - R,

k(t) E aaqh(k(t1~a,q(t)~S) - yk(t)

(37) -q(t) E Sakh(k(t)Ia~q(t)IB) - dq(t)

kc(t) - aU(k(t)Ia.[k(t) t Yk(t)~~a) t pkc(t)

-qR(t~1 - RV(4(t)IS,[ q(t) - ~q(t))~S) - o4~(t~~

Taking a- 1- R, one can write thi:; as the previous system (1~) for

h, sugcnented :iy the equations (for all T~ 0):

kc(T) - epT[kc(~) t I~ e-ptU(k(t),k(t) t yk(t)dtJ,

(38)
q~(T) - epT[ q~(~) - I~, e-ptV(q(t)~q(t1 - óq(t)dtj .

This demonstrates that the inhomcgeneous system (12) car. in-

deed be treated in terms of a special case of the }iomogeneous sy~terr

(28). lhe analysis of rest poirts carries over at the same time. As

a matter of fact, for the convex process A ia -iuesticn,a vector pair

(39) ~ - (},k~.k~)~ Q~ - (q~,fl~,}),
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is a rest point for (28) (i.e. satisfíes (30)) if and onl,y if (kz,qx)
is a rest point for (12) and (from 37))

(40) okx - -U(k~~Ykx)~ Pq~ - V(q~.-dq~).

Of course, due to the special way the numbers y snd d er.ter the defi-
r.it.ion ~~f A, they are the unique Val-lhs for which (30) nas a sol~ition
ïïr~0, 6ix-0.

It is interesting to note that the rest points (K~,Q~) just
described necessaril have zy .Q - 0, however. Despite this, the ana-
lysis of the homogeneous system around ( K~,Q~) is important, becau.ge
it correspouds to the inhomogeneaus system. Thus one apparently should
not, in the general stuc~}r of (28), limit attention to rest points (30)
such that I{x,Q~ ~ 0,
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